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They &LID visited with their
sister, Mrs. Lillie Jones, and
brother Bee. Lloyd MOM. TM
latter recently moved from
Jackson, lean., back to Ken-
tucky. He has been interim pas-
tor at Sinking Springs Baptist
Giegerch for the past fifteen
weeks and has also served other
ehurches here
Rev. Mayer is a retired min-
ister after forty years of ear-
vice. Sinking Springs has can-
ed Bro. Terry Sills as the new
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& WASHINGTON (UPI) — Su-
preme Court Justice Abe Fort-
es has submitted his resignat-
ion to President Nixon, it was
announced today.
A Supreme Court spokesman
said Fortes submitted his re
signation to Nixon in a letter
delivered to the White House
Wednesday night. A copy also
went to Chief Justice Earl War-
* ren, the spokesman said.
A statement given reporters
by a court spokesman said:
Associate Justice Abe Fortes
sent his letter of resignation
from the Supreme Court to the
White House last night and at
the same time sent to the chief
Justice a letter of exploitation
about the Wolfson family foun-
dation fee.
"Both were delivered last
night, and he is announcing his
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Murray, a 1965 honor giittate
of Murray State University, has
been accepted to intern in ped-
iatrics at the Baylor University
Affiliated Hospitals in Houston,
Texas.
Son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
L. Eldridge of Murray Route 5,
Eldridge will graduate early
next month from the University
of Louisville Medical School.
The Baylor pediatrics intern-
ship program is the largest in
the United States.. Eldridge is
tended the funeral of their bre' one of 16 medical students *e-
ther-in-lee Solon Hendrick on cepted to intern hi six 'Houston
hospitals as a part of the pro-
gram — St. Luke's Episcopal,
Ben Taubs General, Methodist,
Texas Children's, Jefferson Dm-
and*I44 0. Anot...rann,!,-
His work will include one
year in the straight pediatrics
internship program and two
years of residency.
Eldridge is married to the
former Margaret Rose Bryan,
who is also a former student at
Murray State. She is the daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Jack Bryan
of Murray.
Mrs. Eldridge will be teach-
ing in the Houston public
school system.
Charges Are Aired On MS11
Campus At Long Meeting
Charges of discrimination a-
gainst block students at Murray
Slate University were aired for
more than four-and-e-half hours
litednesday in a mass meeting
at the university.
An overflow crowd of stu-
dents, faculty and staff mem-
bers jammed into the 2,650-seat
auditorium for the sometintes
emetional, but orderly discuss-
ion. The meeting was called by
Dr. Harry K. Sparks, president
of the University, following I
IPersons Fined In
The City Court Of
Judge Jake Dunn
Several persons were charged,
antered pleas of guilty, and
were fined in the City Court
of City Judge William H. (Jake)
Dunn during the past week. Re-
cords show the following oc-
curred:
H. T. Kemp, no crash helmet,
fined $10.00 costs suspended.
Noel Cole, driving while in-
toxicated, fined $110.00 costs
WO, no operator's license, tin-
ed $10.00 costs $4.50.
J. W. Harris. nubile drunken-
iCenniuted On Page rwelvei
RUMMAGII SALE
disturbance Tuesday night at
Hart Hall, a Murray State re-
sidence hall for women housing
548 coeds, both white mid
black.
The Tuesday night disturb.
(Continued On Pope Tvrehrei
Franklin Hill Is
Arrested, Sheriff
Franklin Hill was arrested
Wednesday by Deputy Sheriff
Calton Morgan, according t o
Sheriff Fannie Stubblefield.
Hill was arrested on a bench
warrent for three counts of
conversion of a motor vehicle
of value of more than $100.00,
the sheriff said He is now in
the Calloway County Jail.
ASSOCIATION MEET
The Calloway County Assoc-
iation for Retarded Children
will meet at the Robertson
School on Tuesday, May 20, at
7:90 p.m. All members are urg-
ed to attend.
There will be a rummage sale
sponsored by St. Leo's Church
on Saturday, May 17 from 7
am. to 5 pm. at Gleason Hall




Partly • cloudy today through
Friday with widely scattered
afternoon or evening thunder-
showers. High today upper 70s






Mrs. Gussie Crouse of Mur-
ray Route Two passed away
Tuesday at 12:50 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospi-
tal. She was 79 years of age.
The deceased was the wife
of the late Taylor Crouse who
died January 23, 1951. She was
born August 18, 1889, to the
late Willie Cleaver and Nancy
Boggess Cleaver. She was a
member of the Spriag Creek
Baptist Church.
Survivors are two daughters,
Mrs. Chester /Novella) Chamb-
ers of Murray Route Two and
Mrs. A. C. (Lorene) Morton of
Pasadena, California; one son,
Jesse Crouse of Murray Route
Two; one sister, Mrs. Otie And-
of Nested' 0.Tenn.;_three
grandchildren, Mrs. Max Bai-
ley, Mrs. Larry Dubois, and Ted-
dy Chambers; four great grand-
children.
Funeral services were held
today at three p.m. at the
Spring Creek Baptist Church
with Rev. Lloyd Wilson and
Rev. Charles Chumbler officiat-
ing.
Pallbearers were Thomas
Lee, R. C. Miller, Z. B. Crouse,
Morgan Cunningham, A. J. Mar-
shall, and Roscoe Feagin. Bur-
ial was in the Spring Creek
Cemetery with the arrange-





The Upsilon pledge class of
ON THE BEAT — Rkhard W. Farrell (standing), head of the fine arts department
at Murray State University, and John C. Win ter, associate professor of piano and organ,
head the state's two Wadies organizations for music teachers, the Kentucky Musk Educat-
ors Association and the Kentucky Music Tea chers Association, respectively — the only
fime that the heads of the two groups have ever corn* from the sem* school.
Richard Farrell, John Winter
Head State Organizations
For the first time in their
history, the state's two leading
organizations for music 'teach-
ers are headed by professors
from the same school: Richard
W Ferrell, haad /Ifurrar
State University's fine arts de-
Sigma Chi fraternity at Murray GA PState University will canvass
downtown Murray May 16 at
1:30 p.m. for contributions for F
the fraternity's philanthropic ea ures
project.
Each year Sigma Chi spons-
ors various programs to obtain
funds which are given to Wal-
lace Village, a center for chil-
dren suffering from minimal
brain damage in Bloomfield,
Colo.
"The Last Resort," annual
variety show of Sigma Chi, is
set for May 15-18 beginning at
8 p.m. each night in the Mur-
ray State auditorium.
During the program, novelty
acts and skits will be presented
by campus sororities. Local and
university talent will also me
tertain between the acts.
Tickets for the fraternity pro-
duction are $1.00.
TWO CITED
Two persons were cited by
the Murray Police Department





Ernest Williams, a senior hon-
or student at Murray High
School. is one of twelve fina-
lists in the University of Ken-
tucky Student Forum's "Out-
standing High School Speech
Student of the Year" competi-_
tion.
Dr. J. W. Patterson, Associate
Professor of Speech and spon-
sor of the Forum, has invited
the twelve finalists to the Uni-
versity of Kentucky campus
this Friday, May 18, to meet a
Selection Committee.
Dr. Patterson revealed that
of the twelve finalists named,
five are valedictorians, five are
in the top three percent of their
class, and the remaining two
are in the top fifteen percent.
Several of the finalists are
either National Merit Scholar-
ship winners or semi-finalists.
The Selection Committee,
addition to Dr. J. W. Patterson,
Includes Mr. Garrett Flicking-
er, Professor of Law; Dr. Stuart
Forth, Acting Vice-President for
Student Affairs; Dr. Halbert E.
Gulley, Professor of Speech; Dr.
Elbett Ockerman, Deem of Ad-
missions and Registrar; Dr. N.
7. Plates-no, Associate Profes-
sor of Medicine; and- Dr. Tho•




Mrs. Maxwell Sledd, mission-
ary to Nigeria, will be the spea-
ker at the coronation service
of the Girls Auxiliary of the
First Baptist Church to be held
Friday, May 16, at seven p.m.
at the church_
The girls will be presented
Mrs. Memel, !Redd
by Mrs. William E. Segal, GA
director of the church. Mrs. Ray




Stone Square Lodge No. 5 end
Pride of Paducah Lodge No.
92 F. and A. K. were co-hosts
to the Prince Hall Far-Western
District meeting held at Padu-
cah. The district includes 16
lodges.
Newly-appointed D. D. Lloyd
B. Arnold of Murray outlined
his program for the year. Lodge
representatives made their re-
ports.
The topic for discussion wail
"Communication" — between
grand lodge officers and lodg-
es, young and old, Christianity
and Masonry, black and white,
local, state and federsk govern.
menta.
S. H. Grand Lecturer 'E. L.
Wilson of Stone Square Lodge
gave instruction an the wear-
ing and meaning of jewels and
emblems.
Joseph T. Scott and Robert A.
Coleman, masters of the host
lodges, urged that all mem-
bers participate in the year's'
upcoming events.
Following the meeting, din-
ner was served in the recrea-
tion room of the Washington
Street Baptist Church, Paducah.
Dartment, has assumed his dut-
ies as the aew president of the
KeAtucky Music Educators As-
sociation and John C. Winter,
e.sociate professor of piano and
is pn.z....k.at A Vat Kea-
tueky Music Teachers Associa-
tion.
Since 1948 the men have
been together at Murray State,
but their paths before that
were far apart.
A native of Marseilles, Ill,
Farrell came to Murray in 1945
as instructor in brass instru-




The annual homecoming will
be held at the Martin's Chapel
United Methodist Church o n
Sunday, May 18.
Rev. E. J. Diggs, district sup-
erintedent, Paris District of the
Memphis Conference, will speak
at 9:30 a.m. followed by Sunday
School at 10:30 am.
During the afternoon quartet
singing, solos, and duets will be
featured with Rev. H. L. Lax as
the afternoon guest speaker.
A basket lunch will be serv-
ed.
Persons interested in the up-
keep of the cemetery may send
or give their contributions ti
the committee composed of Hat-
ford Rogers, Roy Pool, and Hil-
man Coles.
Rev. Johnson Easley, pastor,
urges the public to attend this
homecoming.
Cong peace proposal made *ear-
lier this month, Nixon went on
radio and television Wednes-
day night at what he called a
"critical turning went" to of-
fer:
—Withdrawal, in stages, of
U.S. and Allied troops from
South Vietnam over the. next
13---months, provided the North
Vietnamese do the same. After
12 months, fighting would
the United Stat-
es vrill'aceept whatever got-
eminent the south Vietnamese
people want, including reuni-
fication with North Vietnam if
necessary and full participation
of the Viet Cong, the Commun-
Medalist Honors Go 
To Two At Calloway Kathy Crider
Madelyn Lnmb and Veneta
Sexton tied hr the honor of
medalist at the regular ladies
day golf head at the Calloway
County Country Club on Wed-
nesday.
Low putts went to Frances
Miller. Helen Pugh had blind
hale and Norma Frank had the
poker hand.
Nancy Fandrich was the golf
hostess.
The regular ladies day lunch-
eon was served with Mrs. Clegg




The United Methodist Youth
Fellowship is staging a Teen
Center Friday night from 8:00
to 11:00 for high school and
junior high students It will be
held in the Social Hall of the
First Methodist Church. There





Miss Kathy Crider, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Albert (hider,
was recently installed as pre-
sident of the Murray High Stu-
dent Council.
She has served on the coun-
cil for the past five years serv-
ing as vice-president last year.
She is involved in other school
activities. She has been a
cheerleader for the past two
years and is a member of the
Black and Gold staff.
Other officers are Ruth Tits-
worth, daughter of Dr. and
Mrs. Howard Titsworth, vice-
president; Mark _Blankenship,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Macon
Blankenship, treasurer; Rita
Harris, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Marvin Harris, secretary.
Each of these officers served
on last year's council.
Class representatives are as
follows:
Seniors — Jennie Barker,
Marla Shelton, Celia Simmons,
Cary Brandon, Jack Pebbles,
and Jim Stoffer.
Juniors — Georgia Ferguson,
Amy Wilson, David Alexander,
Mike Bogard, and Mitch Ward
Sophomores — Cindy Colson,
Leah Fulton, Dixie Hook, Su-
san Johnson, Montey Cathey,
Dan Hutson, and Bruce Scott.
Freshman — Jennie Jeffrey,
Karen Kennedy. Mike Cathey,
Larry Lockhart, and Dean Wil-
lis.
Eighth grade — Rhonda Gar-
land, Cathy Mitchell, Beth Wil-
son, Gary Buchanan, Johnny
Hewett, and Phil Morris.
The newly-crowned Senior High and Junior High Music Sweethearts • are shown
with their tourts. From left they' are Junior *High Attendant Donna McCord, last yeses
sweetheart Cindy Colson, Junior High Sweet heart Nancy Spann, last year's senior sweet-
heart Linda Darnell and this year's Senior Nigh Sweetheart Debbie Jones and her attend-
ant Cheryl Jones.
ist guerrilles, in the govern-
ment.
—A warning the United
States will never pull its HO,-
OW troops out unless the Com-
munists do likewise, and a
pledge the United States will
not accept a settlement at Par-
is that is only a "disguised de-
Plan Calls For Withrawal Of
American Troops In One Year
By EUGENE V. RISHER'
WASHINGTON (UPI) — Pre-
sident Nixon, asking the Amer-
ican people to hold him ac-
countable for whatever hap-
pens in Vietnam, has offered
the communists a new peace
plan designed to end the war
within one year.
In an effort to nudge the 10+1
Paris talks into action, and in Nixon's War New
response to the 10-point Viet Nixon's 22-minute ad
dress
combined a flexible peace pro-
posal with a reaffirmation of
(Continued On Pegs Twelve)
Carter Clark
Dies Today
Carter Clark, age 68, passed
away this morning at 8:30 at his
home on Almo Route One near
Wiggins Furniture Company.
He was 68 years and his
death was due to complications
following an extended illness.
He was a member of the Shady
Grove Baptist Church in Henry
County, Tenn.
Survivors are his wile, Mrs.
Gladys Flood Clark of Almo
Route One; two daughters, Mrs.
Rebecca Holland of Detroit,
' Mich., and Mrs. Bobby 
I 
McDan-
_ iai of Almo Route One; four_ 
sisters, Mrs. Addle Carr of Ben-
ton Route Seven, Mrs. Ruby
Allbritten of Hazel Route Two,
Mrs. Gracie Flood and Mrs.
Irene Hale of Murray Route
Throe; one brother, Boyd Clark
of Paris, Tenn.; four grandchil-
dren.
Funeral arrangements are In-
complete, but friends may call
at the Max H. Churchill Funer-





The seventh annual Music
Sweetheart Banquet was held
for the vocal students of Mur-
ray High School and their
guests on Saturday, May 10, at
the Murray Woman's Club
House.
Toastmaster Bill Heise intro-
duced the program of musical
selections rendered by several
soloists and vocal ensembles
from the vocal deportment.
Awards were presented by
Mrs. John Bowker, choral dir-
ector, to various students for
their outstanding musical a-
chievements. Special recognit-
ion was given to the graduating
seniors.
Five seniors, Sandra Darnell,
Bonnie Johnson, Debbie Jones,
Esabelle Ray and Richard Bak-
er were presented medals for
participating in the choral pro-
gram for the maximum number
of years.
Highlighting the evening was
the announcement of the 1969
Music Sweethearts.
Miss Linda Darnell, last year's
senior high music sweetheart
and presently freshman music
major at Murray State Univer-
sity, crowned the newly select-
ed sweetheart Miss Debbie Jon.
es . and presented her an arm
bouquet of red carnations. Deb-
bie, a senior, is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Alvis Jones. She
has been very active in the de-
partment for six years.
Miss Cheryl Jones, senior vo-
cal student, was chosen as at-
tendant. She was presented a
Freych bouquet of red carnat.
ions. She is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas Jones.
Miss Nancy Spann, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Hal Spann.
was crevnied Junior High Mu-
sic Sweetheart by Cindy Col-
son, 1968 Junior High Music
Sweetheart. She was presented
an arm bouquet, also.
D JI1111 McCord. eighth grade
vocal student, was chosen as
Nancy's attendant. She also re-
ceived a heart-shaped bouquet
of carnations. She is the daugh-
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Ten Years Ago Today
LIEISOLIt TIMES FILE
Approximately 75 persons met l'ist nirht in the Calloway County
otiewtbouse to hear a review of the work plan of the East Fork of
OM Clarks River Watershed.
Pletered today are the county officials Ito in March 1913 let
et 011ibact for the present ( allnway County r..,urt Muse. They are
John Wade, Sime Burkeen, Lee Clark, Josh Ellison, Walter
Hamlin, G. M. Potts, R. H. Falwell, Cby irran, J. W. Perry,
#11#111a Patterson, judge,
Hr. and Mrs. 011ie W. Barnett announce the engagement and
=citing marriage of their daughter, Olivia Wells, to DanMarshall, sea of Kr. and Mrs. T. Carl Masshall.
The Murray Rotary Chb presented the Girl Scouts with 3 check
for $100 to help on their Tenses to the National Roundup at Col-
orado Springs.
20 Years Ago Tockty-
RADOM TIMES FILE
Mrs. E. C. Parker was installed as president of the Murray
Woman's Club at the meeting. Mrs. George Overbey is the retiring
president.
Two Calloway County men have ps.ssed the recent eztmination
for tax commissioner. 'They a.e James 1... Johnson and Acre
Biller.
Soak 11P1- URI two children X' Piermcoivnt—sre-rMilier-, his
parade,Mr.Ind Hrs. Vernon Hale, West Olive Street.
The "Fatedous Five" from the University of Kentucky defeated
a atiect team from Murray Slate College by a sane of 64-41 in a
Sillitettall game pkrjed here May 13.
Bible Thought foilWay
Shaft not the Judge of all the earth de right?
--Genesis 111:11.
Amidst all of our froatrations and fears, we may be
trite certain that in an or His dealings with mankind
God will always do what is right.
TWO-MAN RACE IN FRANCE - -13br candidates are running
for president in Prance in the June 1 election, but new entry
of interim President Main Potter I )et; against frons-ron-
ning Georges Pompidou rigtt malto-s it it two-man race
Potter is 60 and Pompidou, a former premier. is 57
TELEVISION CHEDULE 
W5M11 Wt. et *MX TV
Chased 4 Channel 5 thassel
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No drug has caused more
controversy, with the possible
Steeples of' Marihuana, than
Ihs_Mmer compound known
re LID.
What do we know about it?
Here are some of the mue-
dons people frequently .adt
about this mysterious drug. The
mowers are factual, not presets-
mists. The answers are based
01 current scientific knowledge.
What is LSD?
It is a powerful man-made
cbensieid, lysergic acid diethyla-
mhb generally called LSD. It
was first developed in 1938
front chemicals found in ergot.
-a fungus that grows on rye--a
cogrunon grain plant.
LSD is classed legally as a
hallucinogen, a mind-affecting
drug. It is noted mainly for
producing strong, strange men-
tal reactions in people. It causes
striking distortions in their phys-
ical senses: whit aod how they
see, touch, smell, and bear.
Does LSD increase creauv-
ity?
Some users believe -it does_
But studies of paintings, writ-
ings, and other works done by
drug users have failed to sup-
nvoly eases, marks




Hospital and other reports
warn of definite dangers acci-
dental deaths, panic, temporary
hut possibly recurring paranoia
(suspicious fear), and the pos-
sibility of acute .and iNtp,J21,2:
lasting mental illness
How does the law %iew LSD?
Because LSD is a dangerous
drug when not used for re-
search under medical super-
vision, it is closely regulated
la Federal laws. These call for
strict penalties. imprisonment
and fines, for illegal production,
sale, or disposition of LSD and
other similar drugs. State laws
also provide stiff penalties, some
for possession as well as use,
sale or disposition.
What is the Institute doing
about LSD?
Because we need to know
more about this powerful drug.
NIMH is supporting and en-
couraging research on a broad
front to get full answers about
its chemistry. pharmacology,
animal and human effects, and
whether it has an real med-
ical or other value
Ilse Institute's Center for
Studies of Narcotic and Drug
Abuse is currently supporting
studies of LSD and birth de-
fects, for example, as well as
of its long-term effects
For a free LSD information
leaflet, write to Mental Health
Matters, National Institute of
Mental Health, 5454 Wisconsin
Avenue, NW., Chevy Chase,
Maryland 20015. Ask for
"LSD, Some ()cannons and An-
swers," Publication No 1R28.
GRAPELESS GORILLA
MILWAUKEE, Wis WO —
County Supervisor %chord
nkrwalkowdri has written the
Milwaukee County Zoo, adrift
that Samson the gorilla, not be
fed grapes during the strike by
vineyard workers of Californ-
is.
"Even the monkeys should
make a sacrifice to support the





Miry GliPS.s rut' her 115th
birthday cake in Chleago„as
the recalls hearing about
Lincoln's asaassinatkvn when
she was II years old !The
s born in Yazoo City,
MiPS.. !MI' still &PPM her sew-
ing washing and ironing
arid keeps her room tidy at
the Vincennes Moraine H
Four of the six lanes pew eiss puled rail are down there.
POUR-LANE WASHOUT Recent heavy rains caught up with
Interstate 80 a main highway between the Ban Francisco
Bay area and eastern points, and left this chasm near Pinole
Four of the six-lanes are way down in the big washout. and






NEW YORK (UPI) — Every
sio often, this column reres back
and lets the voice of the con-
sumer be heard.
We call it the "Why don't
they?" department and it al-
ways brings a deluge of letters.
Obviously, somebody out there
Isn't doing something right.
Now the pollsters are bird-
dogging the subject as a service
to manufeetwers — "Does Mrs.
Housewife swear by your pro-
ducts or at thesis?"
A New York advertising a-
gency, Warwick and Legler,
Inc., sampled by written quest-4r
ionneire the views of 5.000
housewives *elected at random
from telephone books in 50 cit-
ies Respondents were asked to
indicate from a list of 31 com-
mon peeves made up from a
pilot survey of 200 women the
most. annoying, slightly, or not
annoying They were asked,
too, to write in any peeves not
among the 31 listed.
The agency president, John
P. Warwick, observed that to-
day's housewives no doubt en-
joy a finer life as a result of
the "fabulous achievements of
processors, packagers and re-
tailers " But only by finding
out consumer "dissatisfaction%
can we improve our prolucts.
or services and her satiefaet-
ion," he said.
And then he listed the top 12
peeves not Secessatily in order
of times mentioned.
—Spray erns that don't spray.
—Pres/trapped meet, vegeta-
bles and fruit that hide the bad
side of soft spots.
—Packages that say "tear
here" and then don't tear
—Cookie boxes containing
crushed coolies
—Bathroom tissue thst can't
be unrolled without ripping
several feet of tissue
—Cellophane or plastic wrap
that won't tear straight and
gets wringled.
—Drippy meet packages
--Inability to tell freshnein
of products such as breed et
cakes because of lack of cod-
ing
—Mao twist-off caPs that
don't twist off
—Packages that say "push
Isere" and which won't push
mad often break fingernails
—Cans with "tear off tabs"
!that cut fingers
' —Cartons that leak.
Almanae
' by United Press intersweemat
Today is Thursday, May 15,
the 135th day of 1989 with 2)0
to follow.
The moon is approaching its
new phase
The morning stars we Venus..
Mars and Saturn.
The evening stars are Mer-
cury and Jupiter.
On this day in history:
In 1982. Congress created the
Department of Agriculture.
hi 1918, the first regular air
mail service was established,
serving Washington. Philadel-
phia and New York.
In IOW, Maj Gordon Cooper
made a 22-orbit space flight In
a Mercury capsule
In 1988, French civil turmoil
heightened as 2,000 workers
occupied an aircraft plant at
Nantes.
A thought for the day —
William Faulkner said, '1 be-
lieve that man will not merely







WASHINGTON UPI • Tax sun-
aidios boom M base pal.
bider peeps are codas the
1.1. S. soraramiot more Ise $06
Slim a rear.
That IS le Salm of a Trou-
ser:m=0d dilly of "tag
' — 111101rf which
the prininat tom *row. a
mid ark* ot haw Ins am*
amidiesslit• 11 9, moisoloos,
sod warred 'ratio.
-16-71'reasury report Ins been
s=deraroisty
lad boo aol been
NE. polite.
The report ls of particular
bilairest at this time for two
reuses. First, Plithiblint Nixon
outs to me a system of tax
to 11111001111111ge private
OWN* Samina a bigger
role In making the natioo's ghe-
nos. That vould have the effect
of edam to the $50 billion ems-
ual "loss."
On the other hand, Chairman
Wilbur Hills of the House Ways
and Means Committee has raised
the posdiglity of abolishing per-
sonal ISOM ha deductions, ex-
cept for awaits contributions,
tbat do sot emood lo per cent of
a hueayer'S BOOM.. Mills has
asked ibe TINessary how much
ladvidast boom tax rates could
be sot It Ns we dose.
The Treasury *My shows that
tax inisidies aren't an exclusive
pfivir of the wealthy, They are
enjoy by many types of people
In all income rackets, including
homeowners, farmers, holders
of life insurance policies, paren-
ts of college students, servic
men in Vietnam, the aged and
the blind. -
The Treasury study does not
question the propriety or social
desirability of any of these tax
provisions, But it points out that
they are, in effect, a form of
blind Spending.
"A tax expenditure has the
same impact on the bucket sur-
plus or deficit as &direct increa-
se in expenditures," it says.
The Ma reVeauell which the
governing dies Not collect be-
cause Of aim Special tax pro-
vision; lareaver, are lot report-
ed in the bellget...
"Thorsen, they are not sub-
ject to careful annual scrutiny
in the budget and appropriation
process,, and are not reviewed
annually or periodically to meas-
ure the benefits they achieve
against the amounts upended."
Thus tax subsidies fit into the
pattern, exposed in a UPI in-
vestigative report last monk
DARLLNG, Sngland aell — A
whippet called Hobo was so
sail Melt rival owners at the
Alpert Rill racing track voted
to bee Bobo and her owner,
Gordon Lamb, from the club.
Explained club treasurer Roy
IPollock: "It is our policy to bar
members who are involved in
Today thru Tues.
NO ONE UNDER. 18
CAN BE ADMITTED
AP ...
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UNLODING--Treasury general counsel Paul Eggers holds up
a Kennedy half dollar in Washington as he announces the
department Is recommending taking the last silver out of
half dollars and dollars The recommendation follows a
meeting of the U.S. Coinage Commission. The commission
also recommends that • new non-silver dollar bear the Ilk.-





In formally announcing my candidacy for County Attorney
of this County, I want to state to you that I am very giiitehd
for the opportunity to run in the Democratic Primary without
opposition. Because of this, I feel a clasp obligation to you
who have placed this trust in me.
II elected in November, I assure you that I will willingly
accept the challenge provided by this office and I will
conscientiously serve as your County Attorney.
For those of you who are not familiar with my qualifications
and backgramd, I received a B, S, ,Derree from Murray State
Unfeersin in 1962 and my Law Degree_from University, of
Kentucky in 1985. While at Murray State University. I served
as preilident of the Student Organisation and at the University
of Kentucky I served as president of my legal fraternity. After
law school, I served as an attorney us the Air Force for three
years and was discharged last November with the reek 81
Captain,
Since January I have been engaged in the practice of law in
Murray. My parents arc the Rev, and Mrs. Johnson Easley of
Murray. I am married and my wife , Melissa, is the grand-
daughter of Mrs. Clifford Melugin of Murray. We are mem-
bers of the 'Methodist Church.
To those of you whom I may not have had the oppbrtunity
to express my feelings, I want you ,to know that I will
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Cleon Jones ..of the New York
Mete lost the National League
batting lead to Rich Helmer of
the Pittsburgh Pirates Wednes-
day night but won new recognition
as one of baseball's unsung wino-
Leg-type players.
A .297-hitter last season, Cle-
on went into Wednesday night's
game with a league leading .39'1
*average welch tapped Hebner's
avow by five points. Jones
nalbed the game with a .392
mark and Hebner with a .398
agars but it was Cleon who
was the happier player.
The reason was up on the
scoreboards in New York and
Pittsburgh. The Meta beat the
Atlanta Braves, 9-3, with the
aid of Jones' first major league
grandegam homer while the Pir-
ates lost to the San Francisco
Giants, 3-0, despite two hits in
four at bats by Hebner.
Jones' homer was the climac-
tic blow of a club-record-tying
eight-run eighth-inning rally by
the Mets after they had been
held hitless by Phil Niekro for
six innings. The rally enabled
Tom Seaver to raise his reabrd
f to 5-2 with ninth-inning relief
help from Ron Taylor.
Has No Hitter
Niekro, now 6-2, sad a ao-
hitter until Ken Boswell led
tlie seventh with a-triple
scored on an infield out by Jones
to cut the Braves' lead to 3-1.
Theo came the eight-run rally-
• with Tommie Agee doubling with
the bases filled to tie the score
and Jonas delivering the big bla-
st.
Helmer, a leading early cand-
idate for National League rookie
of the year bowies, had a single
and a double but Juan Marichal
of the Giants had no trouble roll-
ing to his fifth victory of the
season. Marichal aided his own
11 cause by driving in the Giants'
first run with a single in the
fifth inning Jim Bunning allowed
two runs and five hits in eight
Innings but suffered his fourth
loss against two victories.
The Chicago Cubs shaded the
San 'Dine Padres, 3-2, the Cin-
clause Reds defeated the Phil-
adelphia Phillies, 44, the St.
Louis Cardinals nipped the Los
• Angeles Dodgers, 2-1 and the
Houston Astros topped the Mon-
treal Expos, 3-1, in other Nat-
ional League games.
In the American League, Chi-
cago defeated Detroit, 6-0, Cle-
veland beat Kansas City, 3-2,,
In 11 innings, 13altimoreoutslugg-•
ed Minnesota, 9-8, Boston nipped
Oakland, 2-1, California shut out
Washington 1-0 and New York
topped Seattle, 5-4.
Ihiffer Willie Smith singled tocomplete the two-run burst. Don
Nottebart, who shut out the Pad-
res in the ninth, received creel-
it for the victory while Johnny
Padres suffered the loss.
Alex Johnson's tie - breaking
homer in the third inning and
Lee May's homer in the eighth
were the big blows for the Reds
as Jim Merritt won his third
game with ninth-inning relief he-
lp from George Culver.
Deron Johnson drove in both
Philadelphia runs with a double
in the first inning.
Joe Torre drove in one run
with a single and Vada Pinson,
back in the linetor the first
time since sufferThg a hairline
fracture in his right leg on May
2, hit a sacrifice fly in the four-
th inning to provide the Cardin-
als with their victory over the
Dodgers. Nelson Briles won his
second game of the season al-
though he needed the shutout
relief help of Joe Roemer over
the final 2 2-3 innings.
Jesus Alou homered with one
on and two out in the eighth
Inning to give the ...stros their
victory over the Expos. Denny
Lemaster pitched a five-hitter
and struck out seven in winning
his first game after five losses
while Jim Grant suffered his
fourth less against one victory.
John Bateman homered for the'








The Cubs rallied in the ninth
Inning to beat the Padres when
Ernie BenkS tied the score with
his filth homer of the season,
Nate Oliver doubled and oinch-
By JOE CARNICELLI
UPI Sports Writer
The Baltimore Orioles contin-
ue to hold first place in the
American League's Eastern Div-
ision and one of the big reasons
could be Paul Blair's sudden
emergence as a power hitter.
Last season, Blair, bothered
by a leg injury, batted .211 with
seven home runs and 38 runs
batted in as the Orioles finished
second, 12 games behind Detroit.
Blair smashed his seventh and
eighth homers of the season
Wednesday night to lead the div-
ision-leading Orioles to a 9-8
victory over the Minnesota Twi-
ns, the Western Division front-
runners.
Blair also singled in twn ruts
to give him five RBIs for the
night and 20 for the season, just
8 less than his extra output of
last seasop. His two home runs
boosted him past his 1968 figure
and he's batting a highly respect-
able .317 to rank sixth in the lea-
gue.
Elsewhere in the American
League, Boston nipped Oakland,
2-1, California edged Washington,
1-0, Chicago blanked Detroit, 6-0,
Cleveland downed Kansas City,
3-2, in U innings and New York
stopped Seattle, 5-4.
In National League action, New
York ripped Atlanta, 9-3, St.
Louis edged Los Angeles, 2-1,
Chicago squeezed past San Die-
go, 3-2, Houston beat Montreal,
13-1, Cincinnati topped Philadel-












'75.00 _ _ _ Sale at '59.95
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YEAR ROUND SPORT COATS
COORDINATES SPORT COATS and SLACKS
Reg. '15.00  On Sale At '44.00
SPORT COATS - '45 Now '36; '35 Now '28;
'29.95 Now '23.45
SAVE UP TO 40% ON OUR ENTIRE STOCK
EXCEPT UNDERWEAR, SOCKS, TIES
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W L Pct. OS
Baltimerg 22 12 347
ristothornglon 5 17 17 .303
It 11 .433 1
Detroit 14 15 413 .5
cl'Iry•stViarknd 
12 11 .344 Cs




OeKsltnasslendcity 1250 150 .417 —5
CS":111erficffin la 10 1111 .337
12 12 .300 3
13 17 333 7
Tuesday's Results
Detroit 3, OMAN I.
civet/tie IL Kansas City 6.
Minnesota 4, Baltimore 2.oemew S. Boston 4.
Washington 2, California 1, 10 innings
Seattle S. New York 3.
Yesterday's Res uiti
Boston at Oakland, night
Weshineton at California, night.
New York at Seattle, night
Cleveland at Kansas City, night.
B•itimore at Minnesota, night.
Chicago at Detrolf„ night.
Today's Games
Cleveland (Tart 04) at Kansas City(Hedlund 1-1). night
Baltimore (McNally 54) at Minnesota(Cherie, 34 or Perry 3-1), nicht







23 11 .476 —
17 14 .34/ 41A
P41714sdeYolehrk le 12 16 .429
14 17 .332 71







II 17 .600 3'5 Francisco IS 13 .5411
lnci.ntl 74 16 
,r Diego 11 ,:t;
14°VCItchTic'essiliesday's 
19, Son 0/090 O.
Results
12 13 .343 114
Cincinnati 4, Philadelphia 4.
Atlanta 4, New 'fork 3.
Houston 10, Montreal 3.
San atomise° 11. Pittsburgh I.
Los Angeles at St. Louis, rain.
Yesterday's Results
San Francisco 3, Pl.tsburgh
Los Angeles at St. Louis. night.
New ̀ fork 9, Atlanta 3
Houston 3, Montreal 1
Cincinnati 4, Philadelphia 2
Ch,Clifj...lego 2.
Odii's Games
Anent* (Jarvis 2-2) at New York
(Cardwell 1-3)
Cincinnati (Cloning."' 1-42 at ppingdgi.




Blair homered off the left field
foul pole with a man on to climax
a five-run outburst in the second
inning against rookie Dick Wood-
son and hit a solo homer in the
fourth. Blair's two-run single in
the fifth capped a three-run burst
which helped Tom Phoebus rec-
ord his fourth consecutive victo-
ry without defeat.
Tony Conigliaro singled in both
runs as the Red Sox beat Oakland
to remain a game behind Balti-
more in the Eastern Division.-
With the score tied at 1-1,
Dalton Jones doubled in the eigh-
th and loser Chuck Dobson in-
tentionally walked Carl Yastrze-
mski, stole second and scored
Boston's first run on Coniglia-
ro's first-inning single.
Ray Culp, the AL leader In
strikeouts, added 11 more Wed-
nesday night in inning his sixth
game against one lose.
Rookie Carlos May smashed
his ninth homer of the season
to back Gary Peters' six-hit pit-
ching and lead the White Sox
\over Detroit.
May homered with none out
in the fourth off loser John Hiller
for Chicago's first run and Dua-
ne Josephson doubled in two mo-
re in a four-run sixth inning.
Peters struck out three batters
to reach the 1,000 mark in career
trikeouts.
MSU Teams Have Little
Chance Of Winning Title
For the first time in more
than a decade, Murray State's
spring sports teams will enter
the Ohio Valley Conference cha-
mpionship with little chance of
winning a title.
Championships for three of
the sports, tennis, golf, and tra-
ck, will be determined thisve0S-
end at Bowling Green. Murray
is already out of the running for
the baseball championship, hav-
ing finished second in the leag-
ue's western division despite a
20-8 overall record.
The tennis team enters the
OVC tournament with an 8-9 re-
cord in dual matches and trailing
Western Kentucky and Tennessee
Tech in conference standings fr-
om regular season results. The-
se results are being used toward
the league championship for the
"first time this year. The Racer
netters won five of seven OVC
matches but not so convincingly
as did Western and Tech. They
beat Tech 5-4 but lost to the
Hilltoppers 6-3. Their other lea-
gue loss was to Eastern Ken-
tucky, 4-5,
The golf team will carry.
5-3 dual match record into the
OVC tournament, the winner o
which will be league champion.
Playing for Murray in the tour
lament will be George Casein°,
who has averaged 76.06 strokes
a round in competition this sea-
son; John Heuser, who has aver-
aged 78.16; Mike Reitz , 78.45;
.1Dale.Stegner, 78.60; Chris Pig-
ott, 78.70, and Vernon Marcou-
llier, 79.93. Cascino is the only
upperclassman in the group. /feu-
ser is a sophomore, the other
four freshmen.
The track team, sorely beset
by injuries all season, compiled
a 1-4 record in dual meets. The
Racers, who finished second in
the conference meet last year,
are still so hampered by injuritte
that their chances for the cham-
pionship are practically non-ex-
istent. Best for an individual ch-
ampionship will be Tommy Tur-
ner, who has the league's best
times in both the 220 and 440
dashes. He won the 440 in the me-
et last year with a record break-
ing time of 46.7. He has since
run the distance in 46.1. His best
time in the 220 has been 21.4.
Others with good chances for
Individual title are pole vaulter
Doug Morris, who has a best
vault of 15-6, javelin thrower Jo-
hn Boyer with a best distance of
211-3, and sprinters Larry Cole-
man and Eddie Hearne, both of
whom have run 9.6, 100's, but
have not bettered 9.8 this seas-
on.
Both Racer relay teams would
have excellent chances of winning
were Lee Roy McGinnis able to
run, but the pulled muscle that
has kept him from competition
all the outdoor season, will like-
ly force him to miss the meet.
Perhaps the best bets for upset
wins among the Racers are miler
Darrell Remole and high jumper
Bob Hargrove.% Both have per-
formed well in recent meets and
appear to be on the move.
Last year was the first season
The World's Best $2000
Car stops
with d& brakes
straight quick & sure!
DATSUN/2
MAKE THE SOUND moyE TO
DATSUN AT YOUR NEARBY DEALER !
Front disc brakes tot safety!
Fully independent reef suspension
for comfort) Bucket seats. full carpeting.
dozens of other extras, too!
NOW OPEN FOR BUSINESS
LASSITER & M4INNLY DATSLIN, INC.
since 1956 that at least one Mur-
ray State team had not won an
OVC championship. Then, all we-





NEW YORK UPI - Having band-
ed together to force Madison Sq-
uare Garden to change the play-
ing surface and scoring rules,
eight top tennis professionals
start fighting among themselves
tonight for the biggest first pri-
ze-$15,000 ever offered in an
American tennis tournament.
The three day test begins with
two-days of round robin com-
petition, with "pro set" scoring.
Matches consist of eight game
sets, with-lie - scoring change
occurring if the set is tied at
7-all. When that occurs, the next
game becomes "sudden death"
with the player who first scores
seven points taking the match.
Rod Laver spearheaded play-
er demands during pre-tourney
sessions. The great Australian
star insisted that in view of the
virtual "winner-take-all" aspect
of the event, the rules and the
court surface had to be accep-
table to the competitors. The
Garden discarded an experimen-
tal surface it had intended using
and had another surface the
'same used in the recent challen-
ge epen, shipped in from Bostonl
in, time for tonight's opening.
Laver heads the four-man con-
tingent from the National Tennis
League. The other three are Roy
Emerson, Fred Stolle and the
mercurial Pancho Gonzalez. The
rival league, World Champion-
ship Tennis, is headed by Tony
Roche, and includes Dennis Ral-
ston, Marty Riessen and Ray
Moore.
The field of eight Is split in
two divisions. There will be rou-
nd - robin play tonight and Fri-
day with the individual division
winners meeting in regulation
best two of three sets in Sat-
urday's final, in which the winn-
er will collect $15,000, the loser
only $1,000, plus $250 for each
match he won in the single pro
set round robin phase.
Pairings for tonight are: Sto-
lle - Moore, Gonzalez- Emerson,
Roche-Ralston, Laver-Moore, St-
olle-Riessen, Gonzalez-Ralston.








Thdliurray High School tennis
team composed of AlarrSpencer,
Kathy Rowlett and Del Purcell
participated in their first match
last Saturday at Caldwell County
High School in Princeton.
Spencer lost in a 21/2 hour mat
ch 1-2 to Bob Williams. Scores
by sets ran 7-5, 3-6, 6-8.
Kathy Rowlett won 2-1 agains
Walter Shrewsbury. The scores
were 6-2, 3-6, 6-4.
Del Purcell won his first t
sets against Walter Lee 6-3, 6-4.
Sponsor for ttfe telmitteam
Charles Archer. The next match
will be here on Saturday vri
Calchvell County.
'Murderers' Row'
NEW YORK (UPI) The
"Murderers' Row" 1927 New
York Yankee baseball tram had
three of the five American
League players to hit more than
10 home runs. Babe Ruth bat-
ted .356 and hit 60 home runs,
Lou Gehrig batted .373 and
hit 47 home runs and Tony






NEW YORK UPI - Somebody
had to make the move and in the
end it turned out to be the one
man nobody ever expected to -
Art Modell, the National Foothill
League president and owner of
the Cleveland Browns.
He didn't do it because he:4 a
martyr, nor did he de it for the
money as some already erron-
eously believe.
He did it for the corniest
reason in the world - "for the
good of all" - and if there are
those who take that to mean for
his own good as well, Art Modell
isn't going to bother arguing the
point.
As happens whenever 25 mill-
ionaires get together in the same
room Mo411, the 26th, was in
Doctors Hospital with a bleeding
ulcer, there was considerable
difference of opinion over which
NFL clubs should move into the
much younger, less established
American Football League.
The prevaling sentiment was
"let George do it" and for awhile
NFL officials were looking exact-
ly as foolish as the major league
basetall owners did when they
were going around in the same
unbroken circles trying to find
themselves a suitable commiss-
ioner.
There are a lot of hard heads
in football, too: And they're not
all down there on the field.
But there are some good think-
ing men in football also, men who
will put the game ahead of their
own selfish interests, and did
this past weekend.
Pete Rozelle, the football co-
mmissioner, is one of those who
worked hardest. When the 25
millionaires in his Park Avenue
office, who sat there 35 hours
and 45 minutes all told, protested
they were "too tired" from time
to time, Rozelle insisted they
stay until they could hammer out
an agreement.
So Rozelle deserves any extra-
fanfare he gets. So does Carroll
Rosenbloom of the Baltimore Co-
its and Dan Rooney of the Pitts-
burgh Steelers, who agreed to
go into the AFL along with the
Browns.
But one man possibly deserves
 credit than all the rest and
Paul Brown picked him out.
Everybody knows Paul Brown.
He's general manager and coach
of the Cincinnati Bengals and he
throws around praise about as
often as he does the boogaloo,
which is to say not much. Brown's
choice was Art Modell, whoorig-
Malty objected to moving his ball
club to the AFL.
"I just feel that's all to his
credit," Brown said of Modell
when asked how he felt about
the NFL president and Cleveland
owner changing his mind. "It
was his decision that what is
best for pro football is best
or everyone."
Those who are now saying
Modell, Rosenbloom and Rooney
"sold out" for the money, an
estimated $2-million apiece, co-
uldn't be more wrong.
None of the three asked for any
money. The idea to give them
some came from the 13 other
NFL owners who felt the three
new representatives in the Amer-
ican conference should be com-
pensated for the natural loss in
receipts they, are bound to incur
because the new ballparks in
Cincinnati and Kansas City won't
be ready for at least another
year.
Besides, none of the three are
hurting that much for money that
they'd bolt the NFL for that
reason alone. All three are well
fixed.
The next logical question then
is why would such a hide-bound
NFL man like Modell consent
over to the rival circuit, and
from his room at Doctors Hospit-
al where he's still on a bland
diet, he undertook to furnish the
answer.
"A week ago this past Friday
night May 2 I had dinner with
Pete Rozelle," Modell said. "I
told him have a surprise for
you. If certain conditions are
et, Cleveland-Ls a possibility."
That was the first time Rozelle
ad any inkling Modell would even
consider moving his club to the
ther league, but Modell had a
urprise in store for himself,
•r rather a shock, when he re-
urned to his hotel room here
or the alignment meetings.
,He fell unconscious that night
nd was taken to the hospital
where he has been since. But
e has kept in touch by telephone.
"I made my decision this past
Friday," he says, "but before
did I spoke with Wellington
are of the New York Giants
d Dan Rooney. I wanted to
ake sure the Rooneys knew my
sition and that the Giants woul-
• 't suffer."
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SAM TANDY WILY Da88
Murray State veterans Sam Tandy and Billy Hass
had great seasons last year but have been even better
In spring practice, according to Coach Bill Furgerson.
The Racers will end spring drills Thursday night
with the Blue-Gold game at the Murray High School
field.
MURRAY COLT LEAGUE
BASEBALL (1S& 16 year old)
REGISTRATION BLANK 1969
NAME   AGE 
DATE OF BIlitti ADDRESS. 
PARENT(s) NAME  PRONE 
SIGNATURE 
I, we the parents) give our consent, and agree to hold
the League and Its Officers blameless for hospital and medi-
cal expenses as a result of injury(s) while playing, except
covered by League insurance.
L we also agree to return the uniform at end of each
playing season, in good condition, less normal wear.
It is NECESSARY that your son's BIRTH CERTIFICATE







Citizens Of Calloway and Trill-Motifs
ELECT
Guy Lovins
AS YOUR STATE .
Representative
The following are some measures which I propose:
1. That State Legislators be paid only for time spent while
in session. This will mean a saving war:proximately $250,000
yearly to taxpayers.
2. That the 5 percent sales tax be collected only once on
cars and trucks.
3. That farm machinery and farm machinery parts be
exempt from the 5 percent sales tax.
4. That the tax on whiskey and its related products be
Increased.
5. That recipients of state aid be allowed to live with their
children without any reduction in amount of state aid,
6. That tlieretao further increase in taxes on the necess-
ities of life.
7. That labor and megement solve their problems tree of
outside interference.
8. That senior citizens purchase drugs and medicine free
of taxation.
9. That we give adequate financing to education with special
concern to our Elementary and High Schools.
10. That a well maintained road serve each school bus and
mail route. I will not be a yes ,man for the Governor, neither
will I be his bed-fellow.
I will
clique.
be obligated to no State Organization, faction iv -
II offer honest, prayernil, qualify legislation for 111 the
people. Your vote, advice and influence solicited.
Guy Lovins, Candidate for State Representative





By Abigail Van Buren
ror..AR ABBi to, &ruck appeared in the local
newspaper stating that girls between the ages of 16 and 34,
who have never been married, were eligible to participate in
• contest!
I applied, was accepted, and after several rehearsals
was turned away because I had a year-old son.
I am working my way thru college. I am a cheer leader,
safe news reporter, softball pitcher, volley ball captain,
bid sksigut. kooketbell parr, am on the debate team, take
bait Isissek gal keve a seperbx rating in singing.
work after Maga keep my own apartment, and take
care of my child.
What more can I do to correct my mistake of having a
kaki oat at wedlock? What must I do to gain a place
in society? I do not have a bed reputation. Only a baby.
MARION W., LAWTON, OKLA.
DEAR MARION: Yea many net have wee this "cosiest,"
bed if year ingweesive t at activities is army thin to year
illeterminatias mad ability. yea leek !aware winner in the
mere important eastests el
DEAR ABBY. The letter from the woman who was
bitter because her ex-biasband was marrying a "Vietnamese
prestitate- and bringing her back to the states prompts this
ker.
-.The expression -war is hell" is an understatement at
best. I wonder how many American women would choose
starvation over nrostitution
In observing many foreign wives who have come home
with our GI's 'be majority of them have become excellent
wives and mothers. Their greatest problem is adjusting to
the bigotry so oredomina'e in American society
It's not important what a person has been. It's what a
person IS-ard ic becoming that's imnortant
God's forgiveness is just as sure for the prostitute as it Is
for tho man or woman who has indulged in premarital sex.
Your compassion for the "Vietnamese prostitute" was noted
and aporeciated by this- KOREAN VETERAN
DEAR ABBY: Recently a woman wrote that her
ex-husband was marrying and bringing back to the states a
'Vietnamese prokitute." Abby, I think she was mistaken.
Before an American servies man can marry a ''native
girl- overseas there is a mountain of paper work which must
betompleted. This inckides a thoro investigation of the girl
She must have a beak!, check, police check, and vice -check.
And unless she passes thee 100 per cent, she'll not be issued
a visa
I doubt whether many American girls would survive such
close scrutiny I have been in the service for 24 years, so sign
me "OLD TIMER"
DEAR ABBY Yesterday, in a space reserved for a paid
"ad" the following item appeared in our local newspaper:
"Mr and Mrs wish to publicly apologize for their
belated thank you to all their friends and relatives for the
very fine gifts they received for their wedding of February,
HMI "
Would you please give me your interpretatioa of this
Item' Thank you CURIOUS IN N. Y
DEAR CURIOUS: It is plainly a public "thank yea" for
asackaewiedged wedding gifts. Nearly a year and a half
late! It could have been placed there by the newlyweds
themselves, et eves by embarrassed parents. WIdie it is
certainly as miceeventissal thanks, it beats iss dislike at all
Everybody has a problem. What's years? Fee a personal
'spay write to Abby, Bea ISM, Les Angeles, Cal 90840, and
metes' a stamped, self-addressed eevelepe.
Hate to write letters? Seed SI I. Abby. lex sinee, Lee
Angeles, Cal. MM. fm Abby's booklet, "Hew to Write Letters
ler All OCtallielee "
THE LEDGER A TIMRSI MURRAY. KENTUCKY
r'
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Lynn Grove Club
Meets In Home Of
Mrs. Bobby Kemp
The Lynn Grove Homemak-
ers Club met Tuesday, May 13,
at the new home of Mrs. Bobby
Kemp.
Lesson subjects for the com-
ing year were discussed and de-
cided upon by the members. A
Mrs. Tommy Miller and Mrir
Bobby Kemp presented the
club with an informative les-
son which concerned the "New
Trends in Furniture". It was
especially interesting as they
had been taken on a tour of
the furniture store apd wen
shown and explained some of
the new trends in furniture af-
ter which it was passed on to
•the club.
Plans for the next meeting
include a picnic lunch at the
City Park on Tuesday, June 10.
All members are urged to at-
tend as this will be the last
meeting until September.
Those attending included one
new member, Mrs. Bob Roller,
along with regular members:
Mrs. Alfred Murdock, Mrs.
James Miller, Mrs. John LassitE
or, Mrs. Coleman Reeder, Mts.
Tonuny Miller, Mrs. Dan Miller,





Miss Marie Hoke, bride-elect
of Ken Keel, was honored with
a gift-tea on Saturday, May 3rd,
at Story's Chapel Church.
The hostesses for the prenup-
tial weenies were Mrs. LaMaurr
Britt, Mrs. Benny Myers, Mrs.
Larry Gooch, Miss Bonita Britt,
Miss Jeanie Keel, and Miss Vic-
kie Miller.
Mrs. By Myers presided
at the guest register. The table
which was covered with • green
linen cloth contained the bride-
elect's wedding book and
green sod white flared arrange-
ment.
The receiving line was com-
posed of the honoree, her mo-
ther, Mrs. Carl Hoke, the groom-
elect's mother and grandmoth-
ers, Mrs. Fred Keel, Mrs. Les-
sie Pickard, and Mrs. Ira Keel.
The hostesses presented them
with corsages of white carna-
tions.
Mrs. Brent Bennet, sister of
the bride-elect, and Miss Bar-
bie Keel, sister of the groom-
elect, received the gifts and
presided at the gift tables. In
the center of the gift tables
were large white wedding bells
flanked by green and white flor-
al arrangements.
Mrs. Gerald McClain provid-
ed lovely background music
with appropriate piano select-
ions.
Mrs. Larry Gooch, Miss Jea-
nie Keel, and Miss Vickie Mil-
ler presided at the beautifully
appointed tea table which was
overlaid with a white decree
cloth edged in wide scalloped on Monday, June 2, at 7:30 pm.lace. The table was centered The program will be on
with a large green and white sponding To Physical Needs in
floral arrangement flanked by Korea".
green tapers in silver candet -
abra. Refreshments, carrying
out Kiss Hake's chosen wedd- 
Rainbow For Girlsing colon of white, pale green
and yellow, were served from
silver appointments.
Approximately one hundred
thirty guests attended or sent
gifts.
Mrs. J. B. Burka's* .
• • •
Group II! OfCWF
Meets At Home Of
Mrs. George Hart
Playing the part of three mis-
sionaries who were commission-
ed by the United Church of
Christ were Mesdames Kirk
Pool, Helen Bennett and Louise
Jellison in the meeting of Group
III of the Christian Women's
Fellowship of the First Christ-
ian Church held at Mrs. George
Heart's home Monday evening.
This drama represented three
Fthpino missionaries who ex-
plain their work in the Philip-
pines, Indonesia and Thailand.
Mrs. Lucille Rollins presided.
Mrs. Coleman McKee' follow-
ed %he discussion with a devot-
ion that stressed sending miss-
ionaries to all the world. An
open discussion of the organisa-
tion of the World Council of
Churches followed.
Mrs. W. Z. Carter, program
chairman, introduced the mem-
bers. Mrs. George Hart was hos-
tess.
Officers elected were: Mrs
Helen Bennett, chairman; Mrs.
John Pasco, workshop chair-
man; Mrs. Coleman McKee',
vice chairman; Mrs. H. B. Bai-
ley, Jr. secretary-treasurer; Mrs.
George Hart, librarian; Mrs
Kirk Pool and Mrs. William Por-
ter, telephone service.
Others present were Miss
Sandra Dockrey, Mrs. L. M.
Overbey. Miss Rozelia Henry
and Mrs. Jesse McNutt.
Investment Note
PEARL HARBOR (UPI) -
Cirlien employees of the Navy'l
Public Work, Command of thr
Pacific had 93.7 per cent partici
potion in the Savings Bond Pro
gram during the last quarter oi
1968.
Average for all civilians em-
ployed in the 14th Naval District
was 87.5 per cent.
• •
Among the 6,000 oil wells off
the U.S. shores, 2.000 are in
Louisiana waters.
NEW LOTION OFFERS PROTECTION FROM
HARMFUL EFFECTS OF SUNRAYS
Mr. Alfred Nichols, Medical Service Representa-
tive of Dome Laboratories, discusses UVAL (ultra-
wiolet absorbing Iption) ' with Connie Lyons and
Robbte McCiard of Holland Drugs. UVAL is a
sunscren that helps *prevent aging of the skin,
freckling and sunburn, due to overexposure to
sunlight.
UVAL is particularly helpful 0 people with fair'
skin that have difficulty tatintng. Stop in at





The Theta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club held a
dinner meeting at the club
house on Monday, May 12, at
six-thirty o'clock in the even-
Max Hurt, retired Woodmen
of the World executive, was
the guest sneaker and spoke on
"World Affairs". He said that
conveniences and modern tra-
vel have mode the world do-
sser together. He listed twenty
events that happened in 1968.
Hurt said each one can make
the place a better world by be-
ginning with himself. He said
one should keep a god beginn-
ing with himself. He said one
should keep a good and whole-
some attitude by starting with
one's self as an individual to
keep good to radiate it out in-
to the world.
Mrs. Harold Beaman, depart-
ment chairman, introduced Mr.
Hurt, and also presided at the
meeting. Mrs. Hassell Kuyken-
dell gave the financial report
rid Mrs. Lee Tinsley gave a re-
port on the birthday parties for
the children ial edu-
ation class.
Ammuncement was Made of
the charity ball on June 7 Mra
Beaman gave a report of the
general executive board meet-
ng.
Hostesses for the meeting
were Mrs. WIRIllub' PInkston,




WMS Has Meet At
Sinking Springs
The Olga Hampton Woman's
Missionary Society of the Sink-
ing Springs Church met Mon-
day, May Iler the medlar
monthly mesting,
For the opening the group
sang -0 Zion Paste", the WMU
song for 1U11111, and rapeseed
the watchword to noises.
Mrs. Jerry Bowden, pnieident,
reported she attended the
WMU meeting bald recently at
Salem.
The study on "Ministering In
Jesus' Name In Chile" was dir-
ected by Mrs. Gerald Cooper.
Mrs. Eugene Jones gave the call
to prayer. Others on the pro-
gram were Mrs. Gene Daniell,
Mrs. Mickey Boggess, Mrs.' Bill
Collins, Mrs. L D. Warren, and
Mrs. Sonny Lockhart.
Mrs. Crawford McNeely gave
the meditation at the doss of
the study. She pointed out God
gives us ability, God works
through believers to do his
work, and God brings the la-
mane from our laborers.
During the fellowship hour
refreshments were served.




Murray Assembly No. 19 Or-
der of the Rainbow for Girls
held its regular meeting at the
Masonic Hall oq Tuesdaz_Mal.
6, ivith Miss Barbie Keel, wor-
thy advisor, presiding.
Miss Betsy Riley, recorder,
read the minutes. An election
of officers was held with Irene
Futrell being elected Hope and
Claudia Welch as faith to serve
-for the ensuing year.
Members present were Pat
Evans, Denise Kalberer, Ange-
la Beane, Paulette Marko
Donna Boyd, Barbara
Joyce Winchester, Kris
Vickie Brandon, Connie Nfe
cum, Paula Cook, Linda Show-
man, Tress McCord, Barbie
Keel, Cindy Welch, Claudia
Welch, Irene Futrell, Pam Pas-
chall, and Betsy Riley.
Adults present were Mrs.
Frances Churchill, mother ad-
visor, George Williams, and
John Markovich.
The installation of officers
with Miss Patricia Evans as
worthy advisor will be held at
_the next regular meeting on
Tuesday. May 20, at seven pm.





The monthly meeting of the
Town and Country Homemak•
ers was held on May 1 at the
home of Mrs. Anthony Johnson.
A lesson on "Current Trends
in Furniture" provided the
members with many valuable
tips regarding the selection of
modern materials and styles in
home furnishings. Mrs. Jules
Harcourt presented the lesson
and among the modern treads
she noted were the increased
use of plastics, the appearance
of inflatable furniture, the pre-
sent popularity of the Mediter-
ranean style, the use of paper
goods, and the increased de-
mand for man-made fibers in
carpets and rugs.
The meeting was called to or-
der by the president, Mrs. Bob-
'by Grogan, and Mrs. James
Kline gave the devotion. Roll
call was answered with each
member recalling a memory a-
bout her wedding dress.
Mns. Grogan reminded mem-
ben of the coming exhibit at
the County Fair in July and vo-
lunteered to collect Items for
it. Mrs. Wallace Ford showed
the club members how to make
felt flowers and Mrs. Robert
Hopkins demonstrated the mak-
ing of flowers from burlap.
Members displayed a variety
of items they had made recent-
ly: Tote bags, a spice rack,
hanger covers, ceramics, a bul-
letin board, a quilted bedspread,
cane baeketa, a lipstick holder,
and a bell ,pull.
Refreshments were served by
the hostess. There will be no
further meetings until Septem-
ber.
Other members present were
Mrs. Henry Bannon, Mrs. Z. C.
Enix, Mrs. John Fortin, Mrs.
Ciarles Hines, Mrs. Kenneth
Ranisey, Mrs. Donald Story,
Mrs. E. C. Wallin, Mrs. John
Kowalzik, Mrs. Howard Giles,
Mrs. Ronald Genius, and Mrs.






Following are some tips for
achieving the "custom-made"
look when sewing with fabrics
containing dacron, polyester,
orlon and acrylic. Use a fine
machine needle for sewing, a
needle size no. 11 for light
weight fabric and no. 14 for
medium to heavy weight fab-
rics. For most fabrics 10 to 12
stitches per inch are satisfact-
ory. The throatplate on the
sewing machine should have a
small, round hole the wider
vat opening used for zisango-
g may cause the seams to
ucker. Seam puckering may
so be caused by improper
ressure of the sewing mach-
ine. The teeth of the feed-dog
should not mark or cut into the
abric. The home sewer should
test for this by sewing a sample
seam and reducing the pressure
if necessary. Here is an easy
test for correct pressure: 1. Cut
two strips of fabric of equal
length, about 8 inches long. 2.
ace one strip exactly ov, r
the other and sew a seam down
the middle. 3. Note any differ-
ence in the length of the fah-
in. After sewing, if the bot-
tom fabric is shorter than the
top one, the tension on the pres-
ser-foot is too great. 4. Reduce
the presser-foot tension and
test again. - Mrs. Catherine
Thompson.
• • •
WHAT ARE HOMEMAKER 
CLUBS? The organized groups
through which the University
of Kentucky Cooperative Ex-
tension Service carries out its
home economics programs. The
Extension program is built a-
round the use of local leaders
to teach lessons in home econ,:-
mics, giving technical informat-
ion that will help homemakers
with their daily living problems.
Extension's local representative,
who spends much of her time
training local leaders in how
and what to teach, is the area
Extension agent. Leaders not
only gain information to pass
on to their fellow Homemakers
Club members and to use in
their own homes, but they also
have'an opportunity to be lead-
ers, teachers and counselors in
their specialities for others in




CHILDREN - Adults are con-
stantly making choices between
what you should do and what
you want to do. The child's abil-
and many more fun things for
young people. - Mrs. Dean Ro-
Por-
• • •
Would you like more infor
mation on setting an attractive
table for your meals? If so,
write Miss Pat Everett, U. of
K. Extension Office, Benton,
Ky., 42025, and ask for a free
copy of "Attractive Tables for
All Your Meals". This booklet
inclUdes selecting and caring
for table coverings, dinnerware,
glassware and flatware, as well
as table decorations and how to
set a table. - Miss Pat Everett.
• e •
Thursday, May U
The Hazel Elemeniery School
PTA will meet at the school at
seven pm.
• • •
The executive board of the
Kirksey PTA will meet at the
school at 1:30 pm.
• • •
The South Murray Home-
makers Club will meet at the
home of Mrs. N. P. Cavitt at
10:30 am.
• • •
The Rome Departinint of the
Murray Woman's Club will have
a luncheon at the club lease
with the contest winners cap
tained by Mrs. Claud 14ther be-
ing the guests of the losers
captained by Mrs. W. A. Wil-
son for the luncheon.
• • •
Temple Hill Chapter No. 811
Order of the Eastern Star will




Stag Night will be held at
the Oaks Country Club at 7:30
p.m. with Clyde Adkins, Buddy
Spann, and Kenny Humphreys
as hosts. .
• • •
The Girls Auxiliary of the
First Baptist Church will have
their coronation service at the
church at seven p.m. Mrs. Max
Sled& missionary to Nigeria,
will be the speaker.
• • •
PERSONALS
ity to make such decisions wise- Mr. and Mrs. Don Robinson,ly develops out of many slow Ma-. and NFL Freed cothem.growing qualities. Parents set Mr. sad mm. Frio* Gibson, andthe standards for their child- mr. so lin. mute, Joitee at.
ren. From the earliest years, tende the Paducah Shrine Clubchildren watch what their par- dinner meeting
ents do and what they say. By day everting at the Cobb Hotel.
d 
h on Satan
the time children are in school, 
a  .eld a
-they are seeing many kinds of
behavior in others - they corn- Music Hath
pare and begin to make choices Charms Etc-,
of their own. - Miss Hamilton. AUSTIN, Tex. (UPI) - Study-• • •
From the days of the early
American colonist, shutters in
some form have been in almost
constant use in the U.S. The
quality of shutters is judged by
the materials and workmanship
that goes into their manufac-
ture
Shutters are made of pine and
used painted, stained and the
natural wood is finished with a
clear lsquer finish. . Cabinet
maker type construction, with
even tension of louvers, fin.
joinings - using dowels, ca
met maker screws or conceal
ed mortise and tendon jointing
plus gluing, as well as attrac-
tive, well made hardware, i
found in well engineered shut-
ters
Depending on the need to
control light and your personal
choice, shutters may be used
in modern, provincial or tradit-
ional rooms. - Mrs. Mildred
Potts
• • •
Camp for Purchase Area 4-H
members will be held at West-
ern Kentucky 4-11 Camp at Daw-
son Springs, July 7-11 and July
28-August 1. The camping pro-
gram includes recreation, mu
sic, crafts, working with others,
ing piano discourages marquanli
smoking and rioting, says the
founder of the National Guild of
Piano Teachers, Dr. In Allison of
Austin.
A poll of the teachers of par-
ticipants in the 40th annual
National Piano-Playing Auditions
"shows not one of the 76,000
participants has been found to
smoke marijuana or to riot,"
said Allison.
This is because piano students,
' confined to a private practice
room under the supervision of a
private piano teacher, had more
time for meditative thought"
and because "concentration on
the works of great musical com-





THE HAGUE (UPI) - About
800,000 umbrellas are sold in
Holland during a rather dry year
and about a million in a wet one.
Women's umbrellas account for
about 80 per cent of the annual
sales. Altogether. the Dutch




lin- Pet Bogard opened her
home for the meeting of the
West Side Homemakers Club
held on Thursday, May IL at
twelve-thirty o'clock in the a!-
The lemon on "Social Graces
In Public Plants" was present
ed by Mrs. Ralph Darnell.
Another lesson on "Trends in
Hoene Furnishings" was given
by Mrs. Alvin Usray.
Mrs. W. A. Erwin, president,
presided end Mrs. Usrey save
the devotion.
Liable Parrish, Kirksey school
board member, was present to
discuss the proposed school tax
Issue, the merger of the schools,
and the DOW vocational school.
Others present were Mrs.
Harold ?ones, Mrs. Bud Gibbs,.
Mrs. Charles Parker, and Mrs
Buddy Anderson.
Refreshments were served by
the hostess.
The next meeting will be held
on Thursday, June 12, at the





The May meeting of the
North Murray Homemakers
Club was held on Friday, May
9, at one-thirty o'clock in the
afternoon at the home of Mrs.
Bailey Biggins on South Six-
teenth Street.
Mrs. Angie Gibbs presented
the lesson on "Permanent
Press".
The president, Mrs. John
Workman, presided, and Mrs.
B. J. Hoffman gave the devot-
ion from Psalms 101).:1-5- —
Eleven members answered
the roll by relating memories
of their wedding dresses. Top-
ics for studies for 1969-70 were
selected.
An article by Mary D. Brow-
der on "Family Life" entitled
-Seeds That Grow" was given
by Mrs. Charlie Crawford. She
said for a happy living include
love, faith, tolerance, and dis-
cipline.
The landscape notes were
given by Mrs. Bernice Boyd on
the care of azaleas and other
shrubs after blooming.
Mrs. Oscar Salyers directed
the recreational period with
Mrs. C. D. Vinson winning the
prise.
Lovely refreahments wen
guyed by Mrs. Higgins.
The June 13th meeting at
1:30 p.m. will be held in the
home of Mrs. Rema Cole, 814
Main Street.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Dale Dix of
Murray Route Five are happy
to announce the arrival in their
home of a son, Brad Alan. He
arrived on May 9 and was one
month old on May 13.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs- L D. Brandon and Mrs.
Eupal Dix of Almo Route One.
Mrs. Eunice Rolfe of Murray













Across from Poet Office
Paris, Tenn.
Spring Cleanup Sale!!
SAVINGS of . . .
'50" to $150°'
On All
COLOR TV & CONSOLE STEREOS
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TV
, AT A PORTABLE PRICE!
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OUR LOSS, . 'IS YOUR GAIN!!
- Complete Service Department -
DICK & DUNN
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!gears in her father's old pickup
, thick, because Stafford's family
had no car. They were married
A in Weatherford Methodist
w Shurch, where both had been
baptized.
Stafford was graduated in
,19S2 from the United States
;Naval Academy, with Faye
'watching proudly while he




now, at 311, holds the rank
the Air Force
!of colonel.
. In 1965 Stafford co-piloted
mill 6 to man's first
ous with another orbit-
craft, Gemini 7. And in 1906
be commanded the flight of
int 9. During Apollo 10 he
to fly wihones
the moon, closer than man has




Stafford's creymistes on Apol-
10 are Eugene A. Cerium,
it ''S‘rno also flew with WI in
Gemini 9, and John W. Young.
There is never any doubt-
whether talking to Stafford
himself, or to his crevrmates,
OT to space agency officials and
engineers-that Stafford is the
commander. He is tough-
minded, efficient, thoroughly
reverted. And well liked.
. By guarding his crew against
unnecessary intrusions on their
time, and by delegating authori-
ty, he got the masses of pre-
flight paperwork out of the way
hutch sooner than past crews
have done. He did this so the
?crew could rest and take some
days off the week before
Winch.
' Stafford's own plans for those
• Oyu off were strictly business
-acrobatic flying in a jet
trainer to get used to excessive
(gravity loads. He said his wife
Foulin, 11-would remain in
daughters-Dionne, 14, and
ston and watch the launch
let home on televirion, as they
have done on past Bights,










By unotvd Prete International
There was a tlme, a few
months ago, when a soft-spoken
space pilot named Thomas
Patten Stafford had every
treason to believe he might
become the first man to set
foot on the moon.
The development problems
with the Apollo moon landing
w craft caused a change in the
moonflight timetable. And Staf-
ford came out of the shuffle
commanding Apollo 10, a
mission designed to permit
other men to make the first
lunar landing this durum
during Apollo 11.
A lesser man might feel
bitter. But not Stafford.
"It was a good poedbility I6 would have made the landing,"
the baldish astronaut reflected
,recently. "So is it disappointing
! Thomas Stofford
not to have the landing?
I "Well, I think if I can pull
Ithis flight off and get it all
laquared away so they can do a
A safe one (with Apollo 11), I'm
'' perfectly happy. What the
Apollo 10 mission is going to do
is tie together all the knot-
s...and pave the way for the
whole lunar landing mission."
Stafford has come a long way
from the shady streets of
Weatherford, 01rJa., where be
was born the son of a small-
town dentist and where he
gi courted pretty Faye Shoemaker
-his high school sweetheart
. and now his wife-over cokes in
.';, the back booth of Miller's chug
:store.
It WM Faye who taught




EdWed Oarrer, who won the
1968 Oscar for art direction in
"Camelot," will act as art direc-





Be 'Lot Of Fun'
For John Young
Iv United Press Intef nation*,
To astronaut John W. Young,
the grueling pace of prepare-
tion for a moonflight has been
"a heck of a lot of fun."
That is not to surprising. All
his life Young has had ihn
doing things most other people
would think of as work. And he
chafes Impatiently at enforced
Idleness.
Young's training schedule for
Apollo 10, America's last space
mission before men try to land
the moon Efill iiiiisnier;- has'
often called for him to put in N
hours of concentrated effort a
day.
"A lot of people think of this
as work," said the boyish-
looking veteran of two Gemini
spaceflighta. "It doeen't seem
like work to me."
bona in San Francisco, Young
vew UD in Orlando, Fla., a'
mere 40 miles from where the
Cape Kennedy moonport was
built.
Before Young's first Gemini
flight, his father recalled the
astronaut's high school days
and the way he got into flying.
"John made all A's-but he
didn't seem to study especially
hard," said William Young, a
retired Seabee commander.
"He was a good football and
track man. He used to draw
pictures of airplanes and
rockets all the time.
"He went to Georgia Tech,
got his degree in (aeronautical)
engineering and took a commis-
sion in the Nary. He was on a
destroyer for two years, and
then applied for flight school at
Pensacola (Fla.). From there
on, he was in his element."
Young Joined the astronaut
orps in 1962 as one of nine
pilots selected for the nation's
second astronaut "class." Also
in that group was Thomas P.
Stafford, commander of Apollo
10's moon orbit flight.
By 1965 he was named co-
pilot of the first Gemini
spaceflight, commanded by the
late Virgil I. "Gus" Grimoom.
He went aloft again in NM
aboard Gemini 10, this time as
commander of his own miesion.
Like many of the other
astronauts, Young stays in
shape with bicycle riding and
handball. His trim, 5 foot 9 inch
frame and his shock a unruly
brown hair make him look
younger than his 311 years.
During the Gemini 3 flight,
Young smuggied a corned beef
sandwich aboard in his space-
suit pocket because he knew
Grissom did not care too much
for the standard, mushy space'
Once in space, Young said, ";
pulled it out and offered it to
the skipper. I hadn't counted on
the pungent odor of corned beef
In a closed cabin."
The Joke failed to amuse
space agency officials, who
keep a aloes eye on every
material put in a spaceship.
'And during Apollo 10, Young
said, he will stick to strictly
regulation space food.
Although Young has blasted
into space twice, his wife
Barbara and his two children-
daughter Sandy, 12, and son
John, 10-have never been at
Cape Kennedy to see him off.
Young said this time would be
no different, and that they
would watch the launch on
television in Houston.
Now a Navy commander,
Young was a fighter pilot
before he Joined the astronaut
corps.
Busy Punover
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI) - A
record number of 7265 vehicles
nosed their way scrims the
Golden Gate Bridge in one hour.
recently.
The new record for the span,
which links San Francisco with
Mann County, was set during
the peak of ramping commuter
traffic between /:25 and 8:25
a.m.
?RR LIDC1111 & TIM111$ — MURRAY. IINTUIDRY
Flying Is A Way
01 Life For
Eugene Cernan
1,/ UhitIrd Press Internetten51
Astronaut Eugene A. Conan
counted down the final weeks
and days toward the launch of
Apollo 10 with growing Imps-
dence. For Cernan -and for
his family -flying is a way of
life.
"It's going to be good to fly
again," he said a few days
before the mon. "It's been
just about three years. It's
gone by fast, but on the other
hand it seems like a long time
since I've flown."
Cernan, 35, of course, has
been aloft in an airplane many
times in the past three yeam
But for him, ever since he was
co-pilot of Gambit 9 in ISI6, the
only real flight has been
spaceflight.
The tall, dim astronaut with
salt-and-pepper hair is not the
only member of his family who
likes to leave the ground
behind.
While Cernan was training
for his first mission in a
powerful spaceship and for a
spacewalk more than 100 nines
high, his attractive wife,
Barbara, was trying to learn
how to steer a tiny, single-
engine airplane through the
skies.
It was even in the air that
Gene, as he prefers to be
qpllecle n$ t1 girl wbo was to
become his wife. She was then
Barbera Atchley, a Houston girl
who flew for flve years as a
stewardess.
Flying metered Cernan's life
after college. Born In Chicago
and raised in suburban Bell-
view, ill., his penchant for
Eugene Cernan
4.1M11
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SPOTLIGHT ON APOLLO 10
Contrasting Personalities Mesh Talents Into Teamwork For Apollo 10
By United Press International
They're a trio of contrasts, ,the crewmen of
Apollo 10, yet they mesh their varied
personalities into a brand of teamwork that
goes beyond brotherhood In its closeness.
Thomas P. Stafford, 38, a baldish six-footet
from Oklahoma, commands the team. In small
but significant ways, the other two show that
the softspoken air force colonel is the
undisputed boss -and that they like it that
way.
John W. Young, 38, shortest member of the
crew and the man of fewest words, flies as
navigator. But behind young's outward reserve
lies a dry wit and a love of fun that has
occasionally gotten the boyish pilot with a
shock of unruly brown hair in trouble with
staid space agency offisialdom.
Eugene A. Cernan, 35, a tall and suave young
man from the sedate Chicago suburb Bellview,
qualifies as the crew's poet and
philosopher. He also serves. as its systems
engineer, charged with keeping watch over the
myriad pieces of equipment that make up
Apollo 10.
All three men are veteran space pilots. Their
mon with Apollo 10: fly to moon orbit and
practice every step of a lunar landing except the
final touchdown itself, to clear the way for
other Americans to walk the lunar surface on
July 30.
"It requires a great deal of teamwork," said
Cernan, who will hurtle to within 9.5 miles of
the moon with Stafford in the lunar landing
craft while Young orbits alone 69 miles above
the surface.
"Your've got to live with each other for
eight days. You've got to work with each other.
You've got to understand each other. And
you've got to depend on each other. This is
probably the most risky or dangerous mission
to date."
Stafford, Young and Cernan might have
cause to be bitter men if they were not so
thoroughly sure of the importance of their
pathfinding miadon. Until the moon landing
craft ran into development problems last year,
they stood a good chance of being the first
landing crew.
"It's a good possibWty I would
have made the landing," Stafford said recently.
"But I'm not really sorry. I'm really thrilled
with this flight. If I can pull this flight off and
get it all squared away so they can do a safe
(landing), I'm perfectly happy."
Young and Cernan agree in this sentiment.
All three want to go Into stlhce again to explore
the moon, and Young wants to go twice more.
And should Apollo 10 wind up in earth orbit
Instead of flying around the moon because of
some spaceship failure, Young said, "you can
bet your life there'd be three miserable guys."
things technical came to the
fore at Purdue University
where he received a bachelor of
science degree in electrical
engineering-
He also emerged from
Purdue with a Navy commis-
don and entered flight training.
Cernan wanted to get into
research and development
work, but with a flying role. So
he 'witched from an aircraft
carrier attack squadron to the
Navy test pilot *drool, and later
entered the Navy's graduate
engineering school in Monter-
rey, Calif.
It was there he learned about
the space agency's search for a
third "class" of astronauts.
Canaan, looking for a chance to
fly higher than ever, applied
and was accepted in 1163.
He and Thomas P. Stafford,
now commander of the Apollo
10 moon orbit mission, were .
named backup crewmen for
Gemini 9. Then, on Peb. 3),
1966, the prime crew for
Gemini 9 was killed in an
airplane crash at St. Louis, Mo.
Stafford and Conran moved into
the number one dots.
During the three-day spacef-
light, Cernan performed a 2
hour 10 minute spacewalk. The
flight, thrice-delayed before
liftoff, ended with a bulls-eye
splashdown Just three-eighths
miles off target
Cernan's wife and his daugh-
ter, Teresa, now 6, watched his
first launch on a television set
In their Houston home. For
Apollo 10, in which he is
teamed with Stafford and John
W. Young, Cernan decided his
wife should see the blastoff in
person at Cape Kennedy.
Swedish Citizenship
For 8,000 Foreigners
STOCKHOLM (UPI) - The
Aliens Commission reports that
8,164 foreigners from 60 nations
obtained Swedish citizenship in
1968, bringing the total for the
last 10 years to 94,356.
Among the new citizens last
year were 3,234 Finns, 1,247
Germans, 862 Di‘pes, 522
Norwegians, • 455 Hungarians,
377 Russiags (mainly ,from the
Baltic States), 215 Austrians and
198 Yugoalaviaps.









Choose from Rotaries, Riders, Self-
Propelled, Hi-Wheel, Reels and Elec-






















• High Contour Handlebars.
Motorcycle Type Saddle.
• Chrome Fenders & Rims,
Chrome Saddle Supports.






Sale Price • Ride a Bike for
Fun & Exercise
















to fit any size. 40-290-2
Control Unit Filter.
Most Popular Sizes.
45444-24' 4, etc 
CAR CLEAN-UP NEEDS





wash or polish. 33-127-1
77e
560
c Giant CHAMOIS 299•




The one-year car wax.




Attach to hose. 18" 595
n0771e 11-128-2
















31.465 3 _ __ _1.99
Charging Hose.
















State medical rzol tholes tartmistotot Med.
t
versity
ills School of Medicine will pre-
sent "Chromosomes and nor.
moms: 19511."
Oa Saturday evening the guest
speaker will be Dr. Henry B.
Asman, President of the Kentuc-
ky Medical Association.
Sunday speakers will consist
of:
Mrs. Elvers. Fischer, Put..
President of the American Asso-
dollop of Mectical Assistants,
whose topic will be "Education
Benefits Everyone"
Dr, K. A. Greenvell, of Ells-
abellEaWn, will refresh the Med-
led ASItistants' memory on "Ca-
rdb-Palmonary Resuscitation"
Dr. M. A. Douglass will add
a bit of humor to our program
with his topic, "The Fallible
Physician-Your Boss, or the Fa-
irly Fallible Fisician-Your Bo-
ss"
"Psychiatry's Place in Medi-
cine" will be presented by Dr.
Carson Crabtree, of Louisville,
Kentucky.
Dr. Norman Cohen, Louisville,
Kentucky, a graduate of Western
Kentucky State University and the
University of Louisville School
of Medicine will present "Aller-
gies and Children."
Installation of officers for the
Year 1969-1970 will be during the
Sunday morning Brunch, with Mi-
ss Libby Curtsinger, of Louis-
ville, being installed as Presi-
dent.
The Kentucky State Associat-
ion of MEDICAL Assistants is
affiliate of the American Asso-
ciation of Medical Assistants and
has the approval and support of
the Kentucky Medical Associa-
tion and the American Medical-
Asistants
To Hold Meet
The ICatesciry bate Associat-
ive of Medal Maiskats will ho-
eigt one owl worm-
Um NS I/ Sad IS, US at the
Holiday ba North, in Elizabeth-
town. Kelledty.
One fit be main purposes et
Amtilmis lo
cream lha kasulbillse me dills
St Sion mistjr
TM awe eanstbalativises-
et el a saisral busbies eseebe
(chick In piece biliffdly
teraoS, Vas VI aid Neat ba-
portaek iftesdonal aid seise&
lc PretifeeNr.
The Sabra, imenig sem&
tonal eassisa bops Sib Fred
• I.D. sok* on "Med-
ical Assistant-Physician-Patient
Public Relations."
Mrs. Amy Zehm, Special Ed-
ucation Instructor with the Hare
din County Board of Education
will demonstrate some of the
techniques used for eye-band co-
ordination, for developing alter-
nating Laterability, and for the
development of floe and gross
motor skills, as well as giving
the why, when and how the Special
Edioseba dos vas organized -
WS ker bpi; "Each To His
Ova."







Perser MIN • Mawr
111 Kok St 713-3512
Medical Assistants throeghout
e State of-Kentucky vffl be ifff-s
ending the convention-Assistan-
ts need not be a member of
BARCEL6NA.Imin (UPI) -
One hundred Spanish publishing
houses exhibited nearly 3,000
titles at Barcelona's seventh
book fair for young persons.
Books for young people account

















Thirty - two supervisors and
managers, representing 11 West-
ern Kentucky firms, will receive
certificates Thursday, May 15,
signifying completion of 10 weeks
of managerial training provided
by the Department of Manage.
mint of Murray State University.
The certificates will be pre-
sented at a baguet, beginning at
7 p.m., at the Ramada Inn on
the by-pass at Paducah.
Dr. Thomas B. Hogancamp,
rice - president for administra-
tive affairs at Murray State, will
be the principal speaker.
In charge of the training, whi-
ch was initiated shortly after
the first of the year, is Dr.
Clifford L. Eubanks, chairman
of theDepartment of Manageme-
nt at Murray State.
He is assigned by Delbert Hon-
chul, Eugene Hum n and Eugene
Flood, all Department of Mana-
gement faculty members.
Participants have attended cl-
ass each week for 10 weeks,
with the instruction being given
each Thursday evening at the'
Paducah Community College.
More than MO West Kentuck-
ians, employed in either mana-
gerial or supervisory capacities
with private industry, have com-
pleted the special training in the
four sessions which have been
offered.
An official from each company
represented will be present Th-
ursday night when the certiftcat-
es are presented. The men re-
ceiving them and the firms they
represent are:
William Herrington, Alfred Ki-
ndred and Martin Miller, South
Central Belt Telephone; Harry
A. Johnson, Jr., Union Carbide;
W. C. (Bud) Eason and Eugene
Allen, West Building Materials,
and Bruce W. Clark and Charles
Walker, Walker Boat Yardr all
of Paducah.
Louis Hutchins, Ferry-Morse
Seed Company, Fulton, Daniel
O'Leary, Sturgis Clothing Com-
pany, Sturgis; and William Mc-
Caslin, Dennis Lewis and Frank
Wilcox, Agent Standard Oil Co.;
Princeton.
Mason Cope, Harry T. Hall,
James E. Outland, James P.
Parker, W. F. Waggoner and
Kunoy Young , Airco Chemicals
Si Plastics; Emmett Clark, Will-
iam Collie, Walter Epps, Leona-
rd Hart, Emmett McKinney, Am-
brose Ragsdale and Lawrence
Wells, Airco Alloys and Carbide;
DOCUMENT ON CAPTURED
DUIRRILLA CIODEES POE
TO St ,e U.S. CASUALTIES
































Jerry Orr, Peosalt Chemicals;
and, William Crabtree, Mickey
Filbeck, Rodney Phillip,
ward Steger and James Swinny,
GAF Corporation, all of Calvert
City.
The course includes sessions
on subjects such as : "Develop-
ment of Management Philosop-
hy," "What Is Management?"
"How Decisions Are Made,"
"How Do We Get People to Wo-
rk," "Discipline in Organizat-
ion," "Should Change Create Pr-
oblems?", "EducatMn and Train-
ing of Employees," and others.
Cow in Classroom
SANTA ANA, Calif. (UPI) -
Cities are getting to large these
days that it's often impossible
to drive the youngsters out to
the country to see a cow.
So schools in Orange County
reversed the process. They
brought the cow into the class-
room.
Geraldine, a dairy cow, and
her calf, Daisy Mae, have been
visiting schools through the co-
operation of the Dairy Council
of California. The children are
shown how the cow is milked
and an attendant explains the
relation of milk to nutrition and
health.
NOTICE TO MEMBERS
Members of the Western Dark Fired Tobacco
Growers Association in District No. 4, Calloway
County, (East of the Railroad) will meet at 2
p.m. Saturday, May 24, 1969, to nominate candi-
dates for director to complete the unexpired term
ending August, 1971.
Saturday, June 7, 1969 polls will be opened at
the same location from 9 a.m. until 4 p.m. and
official ballots will be provided for members to
elect a curector.
The election of June 7, 1969, will be dispensed
with in the event there is only one nominee and
such nominee shall be declared duly sleeted di-
rector for District No. 4 by the Election Com-
mittee.






Parasite control is one of the
more important and most neg-
lected phases of swine manage-
ment according to Charles W.
Scherer, University of Kentucky,
Area Extension Swine Specialist.
Some of the external parasites
carry disease causing organis-
ms. Others actually get their
food by sucking blood from the
pig. They all make hogs extre-
mely uncomfortable. Pigs that
re not comfortable do not per-
form at their best.
Flies, of course, are more
revalent during warm weather.
Flies can best be controlled by
spraying the resting areas thor-
oughly and by controlling the lar-
vae in breeding places. Contrary
to some thinking, flies do breed
In the manure pits in slatted fl-
oored buildings.
Lice and mange are present
throughout the year. For lice
and mange control, the animals
as well as the sleeping areas
need to be sprayed.
Most pesticides do not work
very well sitting on the shelf.
When using pesticides it is very
important to follow the manufac-
turers instructions and observe
restrictions for minimum days
from last application to slaught-
er.
For a copy 1969 insecticide
Recommendations for Swine,
contact the local County Exten-
sion Office of Charles w. Sch-
erer, University of Kentucky Ex-
periment Station, Princeton, Ke-
ntucky.
Want a Guillotine?
HAMPTON. Va. (UPI) - For
sale: 1723-92 model guillotine,
basket missing but will work.
$175.
"I don't suppose anyone is
taking us seriousl) but we do
want to sell it." said Mrs.
William J. Busse. housewife and
mother of two.
The replica of the instrument
of execution was constructed by
a relative of the family. They
have used it only for slicing cab-
bage and carrots.
"We decided to get rid of it
when the children started play-
ing around with it," Mrs. Brume
said.
Peanuts®
I REMEMBER THOSE SUMMER
EVENiN65 qEAR5 A60 AT THE
At HILL PUPPY FARM...WE LKED
TO 5fT AROUND AND sIN6 U.N4ILE
50MSONE 5TRustAtED A EAU) (576)
ACTIALLY -NAT'S NOT TRUE... NO
ONE KNEW HOW TO PLAY THE BANJO,
AND UJE DIDN'T EXACTLY SING...
by Charles M. Schulz





FASTER IF YOU PUT
A JAR OVER ITL,
NEXT
MORNING










Distinctive styling sets this
hand-blown glass apart
from others. Strong, attract-
tive trim. Four smart col-








Hand blown glass with hea-
vy quality casting trim.




A fine quality fabric shade
enhances this hand - blown
glass base lame. It is accent-
ed with heavy quality cast.
ing trim. Colors: Amber,
blue, green, smoke and
ruby. Year 'drop design.
• A. M. to 9 P.m. WEEK DAY




A fine quality fabric shade
enhances this hand - blown
glass base lamp. It is accent- .
god with heavy quality cast-
ing trim. Colors: Amber,

















Limit: One Per Coupon
61:e
1)






COLA - 12-oz. cans
24 cam $1.44 withcoupon
41044••
VALUABLE
VOID AFTER MAY 18th
COUPON
BAYER ASPIRIN









or Lustre Creme Liquid or Lotion
Values to $1.55
Limit: One Per Coupon 33f withcoupon 


















BIG K REG. LOW
PRICE — 99t 66 it with qt'.....„: u ne Per Coupon r couport4z
..;





$1.49 Value - Big K Reg. 99i_
+blot
100:tflo
Limit: One Per Coupon
MOUTH WASH and GARGLE
$1.49 Value Big K Reg. $1.2.3
Limit: One Per Couoon 77e














$1.59 Value - Big K Reg. $1.17
1 Gallon Can.
Limit One Per Co
VOID AFTER MAY 18th
COUPON
Ovt
8 8 hft etP
VOID AFTER MAY 18th
IIIIRCWANTII COUPON
GOOD FOR ONE RIDE'
UPON PAYMENT O. 15
WHEN EXCHANGED
AT TICKET DOE




































Quart Size - $1.49 Value
77e)
Per Coupon 47,t withcoupon
VOID AFTER MAY 18th
VALUABLE el COUPON
PERSONNA BLADES
SUPER STAINLESS DOUBLE EDGE
$145 Valor,
Big K Rog. 910 10 Pak. 880 with
Limit: One Per Coupon coupon






79e Value - Big K Reg. 47t
27(
VOID AFTER MAY 18th
COUPON
CHARCOAL
Big K Regular $1.22
Limit: One Per .upon
with
coupon ̀197(
VOID AFTER MAY 18th /alba •/-1>i
141111CNANTS COUPON
GOOD FOR ONE RIDE
upow PAYMENT O•
WHEN EXCHANDED
AT TICKET SOX I4.•





GOOD FOR ONE ntDE
UPOM PAYMENT C..
W$M4'EXCHANGEDTICKET MOX 15c
ADULT OR CPUILD SFR V C14,14.;
HARPERS AMUSEMENTS
'UT
GET YOUR TICKETS & 0110Y THE RIDES MAY 19 thru 24
PARA TROOPER I TUB OF FUN FUN
a MERRY GO ROUND LIVE PONIES HOUSE











GOOD FOR ONE Rim
UPON PAYMENT 0. 15
WHEN EXCHANGED
AT TICKET MOP
ADULT OR CHILD SERV CRIES-
HARPERS AMUSEMENTS -
• 






Murray No. 2 Water District,
ay County, Kentucky,
, until the 31st day of May,
1969, at the h,..ur of 1:00 P. M.,
, receive in the office of
.Hon. Robert 0 Miller, County
Attorney of Calloway County.,
Murray, Kentucky, sealed bids
gar the purchase at not less
then par of any or all of the
herein-after detignated blocks
of the District's $100,000.00
"Waterworks System Revenue
Bonds", being negotiable, bear-
er, coupon Bonds, registrable as
to principle only, dated Jan-
uary 1, 1968, maturing, serial-
ly, January 1 of the years 1973
to 2008, inclusive, bearing in-
terest at such rate or rates as
may be established on the bas-
is of competition, averaging not
greater than the maximum ac-
ceptable figure as herein-after
provided Interest will be repre-
sented by coupons maturing
seminarumally on each January
1 and July 1. 'The maturity and
redemption provisions, places
of payment and other details
are set forth in the Statement
of Terms and Conditions of
Bond Sale.
The Bonds are special obli
seams of the District, payable
solely from and secured by a
lien on and pledge of the gross
revenues derived from the op
eration of the District's muni
cipal water distribution system
Bids may be submitted for
the following blocks of Bonds,
subject in each instance to a








(1) 1973-1978, inclusive 4%
(2) 1979-1983, inclusive 4%
(3) 1984-1988, inclusive 4%
(4) 1989-1993, inclusive 4%.
(5) 1994-1998, inclusive 4%
(6) 1999-2003, inclusive 4%
(7) 2004-2008, inclusive 4%
(8) The entire issue
Subject to the foregoing max
iumum net interest costs, bid-
ders shall stipulate the inter-
est rate or rates for each block
of Bonds, or for the entire is-
sue, in multiples of 1/8 of 1%.
none to exceed 4%, only one
coupon rate per maturity, and
no proposal that interest be-
coming due on any Bond at any
interest payment date be repre-
sented by more than onS cou-
pon. Bids for the entire Bond
issue or for more maturities
thereof will be accorded pre-
ference over bids for individual
blocks, except where the sum
of the bids for all of the in-
dividual blocks results in a low-
er net interest cost for the en-
tire Bond issue. For the pur-
pose of determining the lowest
bidder, calculations of net in-
terest cost will exclude the bid
of the Department of Housing
and Urban Development, here-
inafter desCribed.
The Department of Housing
and Urban Development of the
United States of America has
entered into a Loan Agreement
with the District pursuant to
which it will submit a bid at
per and accrued Interest at a
single interest rate of 4% for
all bonds, providing bids are
not received from other pur
chasers for the entire issue, or
the above designated blocks, on
the terms hereinabove indicat-
ed. The successful bidder or
'bidders will be furnished, with-
out cost, the approving legal
opinion of Grafton Ferguson.
Fleischer & Harper, of Louis-
ville, Kentucky, and customary
closing documents including No-
Litigation Certificate.
Bidt are to be made on the
'Official Bid Form, copies of
which, together with the State-
ment of Terms and Conditions
and Official Information, may









CAIRO (UPI) - Some of
WS soon get much-needed face-pt's most famous monuments
lifts.
A project for restoration of
sections of the Sphinx and of
the Cheops Pyramids near here
has been started by the govern-
ment's archaeological depart-
ment. Officials said parts or




RICHMOND:. Ky. (1:P1) -
The Commonwealth of
Kentucky has purchased historic-
White Hall, home of 19th Cen-
tury Kentucky abolitionist lead-
er 'Cassius Marcellus Clay, and
plans to renovate It.
The Italian Renaissance style
structure has been heavily dam-
iird by vandals in recent years.
(lay: a fiery editor who engaged
in several duels in his long ca-









LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KIIINTUCRY
am eeepayeoulas-Dr. Aristid Grosse looks through a test tube-enclosed plastic bubble
...1 at his secretary, Elizabeth Collins. at Temple University in Philadelphia, where he says
...,f the basketball-size bubbles can be used for riot control Dr. Grosse says 1% cubic feet of
iHrthe stuff will make about 100,000 foam bubbles which last about an hour and a half.
e OR ys a few police could use them to cordon off a building or area and rioters couldn't








YOUR VOTE and INFLUENCE
APPRECIATED
Paid For. By Friends Of L.C. Miller
-.411111see-- -
THURSDAY — MAY 15. 1969
Two Party System Called
For By Student Leader
By Adrian L. Miller
Junior, Murray State University
Vice-Chairman, MSU Young Re-
publicans, State Chairman, Con-
servative Students of America
As Election Day (May 27) app-
roaches another page in the poll- show your opposition where it
tical history of Calloway County will count, the most, in the 
As in the past, tog booth.
vot-
be written
there will only be one political Murray and Calloway County
will . 
party from which the voters will can really progress in the years
be able to elect most of their
officials. For years, the people
of Calloway County have been
content to allow the political
machinery of one party to elect
their officials.
The people of Calloway County
desperately need a two pasta,
system. A two party system is
needed because, Republicans mil Wall StreetIndependents deserve represen-
tation in local government, a two
party stystem will result in high- chatterer-level and more spirited camp-
aigns for local offices, and with
a strong two-party system the,
people of this county can "bar-, NEW YORK UPI - There seems
gain" with the state office seek.'
era 
to be wide agreement, WRSM Fin-
ancial Service observes, that the
First of all, a two-party sy-inarket's advance of the past two
stem is needed in Calloway Co-. weeks
unty because Republicans and 
"was essentially a case of
Independents deserve represen- 
spontaneous combustion". Price
movements that unfold without
tation in their local government.
Many voters in this county politi- 
benefit of clearcut motivation axe
cally are not Democrats. Th 
the firm 
says.
described as "purely technical",
The investor, fac-
only reason that many register ed wiihapurely technieal.move-
as Democrats is to have a vot- I.. is apt to spin "rational-
tag part in that s nArtv nrimarvpa y's izations designed to surround
Victim
Ow • most remember-40-
pm* primary, whether R
licaa or Democratic, is des
ed only to select candidates t
represent that respective party
not to represent the entire vot
fig public. But in this co
one-party primary has beer
IlleSti as an instrument to pr
ject its selected candidates t
office without a general elec
from the opposition. The resul
being twofold: many register
voters are unrepresented
many voters switch registra
so that they may at least
represented in the Democratic
Primary.
Next this county needs a two-
party system because such a
system will result in high-level 
points out.
and more spirited campaigns.
It is obvious that it will r
much more campaigning for
candidate to become elected
ahead under a strong two-party
system. The detisiou to build a
two-party system or to allow one
party to control everything is
left to you, the voters.
the market's performance with
an aura of logic that he can Live
with".
Measures of market breadth
suggest that the slump from late
1968 was in fact a minibear
market, a genuine though brief
turndown of the primary trend,
according to Spear and Staff Inc.
So far, however, much of the
buying in the current market
has come from reinvestment of
money that was previously in
stocks, while "the FED, with
its tight money stance," is dry-
ing up the money supply at lar-
ge. Thus, the rally may be runn-
ing on borrowed time, the firm
Alexander Hamilton Institute
looks for a moderate (beelike in
stock prices "as a normal result
of profit taking following a strong
office if, in addition to easing rally". This will provide ,,a
a primary contest, he must also good opportunity for investors
compete in a general election.  
, As a result of this edditional
Isainpaigning, the voting public
will gain more knowledge of the
candidate. Under the present one-
party system a typical campaign
. y a local pollticial is practica-
lly nothing morelhan a persona-
lity contest. The local politician
tells the publlc that heNatill re-
present them, that he is hbeest,
and he tells the public who Mk
parents are, who is wife is, how'
many children he has and a long
list of other data. The voters
must demand to know how a
candidate stands politically and
what programs he will pledge to
inate or dissolve upon election
to office.
Only in a high-spirited camp-
lign will the candidates be forced
to take a definite stand on vital
issues facing their city and coun-
ty. And only then will they aban-
don the personality campaign and
employ a political campaivn. On-
ly in a two-system will such
campaigns become a reality.
Finally, this bounty needs a
two-party system because then
the voters will be able to "bar-
gain" with state office seekers.
For years now, Calloway County
and the First District -has been
considered by the state Demo-
cratic Party to be a sure victory
(30,000 - 90,000 vote margatn)
for them in the November Gener-
al Elections. Therefore, instead
of spending money to campaign
In a region they know that they
will win anyway they channel
this money to another area which
is likely to vote either way. in
such "swing areas" the voters
may be promised better roads,
• tter schools, etc., if they vote
for a certain candidate. The vot-
rs of the First District and
alloway County are prothLsed
init. With a strong two-party
ystem In this county the iktdts
ill be able to demand of the
iticians running for state off..
cc that they devote more of
eir campaigning to this area.,
hen the local Democratic ma-
hinery is made aware that it
an no longer win by a "land-
slide" in this county and thatioe people are tired of beingntrolled by a party that hart
litically killed all opposition,
en the local and state polillc--
lens will begin to bargain and
make concessions to the voters
of Calloway Co.
Politics in this county has be-
come somewhat stagnant. One
party selects the candidates who
will be elected to office. It Is
now time for the voters to speak
 ?ut In onoosition to tats..one-
party rule. The best way to show
this opposition is to change our
voter registration, pay close att-
(odor. to the county Purgation
Board and make sure that those
who are supposed to be purged
are actually purged from the
vote' list and last, but not least,
SORENSEN MAY RUN
MIAMI BEACH UPI - Former
President Kennedy's special co-
unsel Ted Sorensen, may be a
candidate for the U. S. Senate
from New York in 1970. Sore-
nsen said Moaday he had been
asked to run Ibr the seat held
by Robert F. Kennedy befogs
his assassination. Kennotril
seat is now Mid by Repehliese
Charles Goodell, who was *pot-
oted to the post last year by New
York Gov. Nelson Rockefeller.
DEMANDS DEATH PENALTY
MANILA UPI - The prosecution
has demanded the death penalty
for a police captain and sev
other men accused in the slaying
of a Chinese millionaire, Rem
iglu Tan, in downtown Manila
Last fall. The midday murder
occurred in view of scores o
shoppers and workers.
WOULD BE ARRESTED
NEW YORK UPI - Bronx Crim-
inal Court Judge Nicholas F. De-
lagi said Monday civil rights lea-
der James Meredith would be
arrested if he failed to answer
4
a summons for allegaly harass-
ing tenants in the apartment hou-
se Meredith owns,
Meredith denied We charge
and said that white tenants were
showing their resentment of his
ownership of the building.
interested in the longer term
to establish positions.., In well
situated groups," the firm adds.
"Responding to a dramatic im-
provement in investor sentiment,
the market has embarked upon a
broad advance," according to
Wiesenberger Investment Repo-
rts. The firm eaq)ects the move
to carry further before becom-




(from fleas and ticks)
With a Kill-Ko Flea Collar for your dog. Kills all the
fleas on your dog in just a few days, and keeps
killing for three
months. It takes care
of ticks too, and it's
safe, effective, and
easy to use.
So snap on a Kill-Ko
Flea Collar this
summer, and give
your dog the vacation
he deserves.










To The PeopleOf Calloway Co.
J
SHOP SETTLE • WORKMAN
FOR 
YOUR Spring & Summer
Large Selection of Men's Summer & Summer
In Regulars and LongsSPORT
COATS 
Men's Silk and Weal -
SUITS
$25 to $35 
A Real Good Buy!
New Shipment - Good Asst. of Colors and Sizes
Regulars and Longs
MEN'S
SUITS $3499 to $5500
Men's Summer Dress
PANTS $8" to $12"
Large Selection Black or Brown - Med. oeNpr
MEN'S
BELTS spo to $25°
Men's Short Sleeve
SPORT










INFANTS' TENNIS SHOES 
CHILDRENS' TENNIS SHOES 91.99 & $2.99
BOY'S TENNIS SHOES & OXFORDS  12.99
BOY'S DECK SHOES  _ $4.99
.
LADIES' TENNIS OXFORDS __ $1.99. $2.99 & $3.99
MEN'S TENNS SHOES & OXFORDS  $2.99
MEN'S DECK SHOES  $4.99
sEsit-ag s2.99





Dark or Light Colors
790 pair
•
Men's Regular Four-In-Hand and
Ready-Tied and Bow
TIES- goo $19 $29
•-,
Men's Orlon Acrylic Stretch Nylon
SOCKS (On: Size Fits All) — pair $100
Men's Broadcloth One Lot One Lot






 $599 & $699
SETTLE WORKMAN CO
Men's Short Sleeve - 65;i, Dacron, .357. Cotton
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for allegedly harass-
in the apartment hou-
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tat white tenants wert

























LEDGER a TIMIS —  MURRAY, EZPITUCRY
PIVE KILLED IN HIGHWAY HOLOCAUST—Smoke billows from a downtown interzectIon ;n
Flint, Mich., after a gasoline truck and a car collided, killing five persons in the car.







NEW YORK UPI Industry in
the stale- of Wismon has laun-
ched a bootstrap lifting operation
called the "corporate big brother
plan" believed to be the first
a such statewide movement in the
U. S. A,
The idea is to build big com-
panies out of little companies
already operating in Wisconsin,
not to lure big companies from
other states.
"What it boils down to is
that we have persuaded top level
executives of 40 bine 44 com-
panies in the sate todilate
11 their time to teaddili some of
the state's smaller businesses
how to grow," said Lucian G.
Schlimgen, deputy administrator
of the state Division of Economic
Development.
These executives are chosen
because of their special skills
In general management, account-
ing, factory operation, parches-
log, personnel and sales. Most
• of them are presidents of big
companies such as Allis Chal-




The idea was spawned by Gov.
Warren P. Knowles, himself a
business man, Details were wo-
rked out in Schlimgetes office.
The governor said he believed
practicing business men can co-
mmunicate more effectively with
otherbusiness men than state
officials or educators in spread-
ing the gospel of industrial ex-
pension.
The governor proceeded to cr-
eate a business advisory board
from whom the corporate big
brothers are chosen. They not
only preach the gospel of ex-
pansion but, said the governor,
"they help the smaller com-
panies to recognise practical pr-
oblems early and attack them
before they can grow into cat-
astrophes."
Why should top executives of
big companies donate time to
build little companies, many of
whom probably will learn quick-
ly to compete with them?
"Altruism and state patriot-
ism may figure in the motives
but I think most of the big com-
panies look at the corporate big
brother plan mainly from a self-
interest point of view," said
Schlimgen. "They figure they
will be creating more new supp-
liers and customers for their
own operations than competitors.
include smaller' of people. The
ultimate pay-021 could be hand-




Students from Murray State
University Phi Beta Lambda Ch-
apter attended the State Youth
Conference in Leuisville on Fri-
day and Saturday, May 8 and 9.
Six of the State contests were
entered by the Murray students,
and first-place honors were aw-
arded in nine contests. The con-
tests and awards were as follo-
ws:
Mr. Future Business Execu-
tive Roger Perry
Miss Future Business Exec-
utive. Diane Bilieu
Miss Future Business Teach-
er • Celeste Jones
Extemporaneous Speech- Rog-
er Perry
' Vote:Mealy Relay Team —
Marilyn Rice , Celeste Jones
Roger Perry
The Murray Chapter also won
the Annual Activities Award.
Accompanying the grow to the
convention was Mrs. LaVerne
C. Ryan, local and State Advis-
or of Kentucky State Phi Beta
Lambda.
TOKYO UPI-A moderate quake
shook the Boso Peninsula 50 mil-
es south of Tokyo early today,
the Central Meteorological Ag-
ency announced. No damage or
Injuries were reported.
151001 CLOSED—The 73-year-old bridge across the Ohio River between East Liverpool,
Ohio (top, right photo), and Chester, W. Va., was closed by the Ohio Department of
Highways because of corrosion in the bridges' cables (left). The Ohio River Silver Bridge






$2 per gal and upvalues up to $7.00
$eNs
imoRV ENAMEL get. Vie 
OUTSIDE 





4-INCH PAINT BRUSH 44
4%wink purchase of 2 gallons ,
of paid ai retell acing
HUGHES PAINT STORE




By RICK DU BROW
HOLLYWOOD UPI - Two week-
ly 45-minute shows are highlights
of ABC-TVs new fall schedule
as the network tries to upset
the standard length program fo-
rms, and also unseat the top-
rated "Laugh-In" series.
The 45-minute shows, which
will appear back-to-back early
Monday evenings, they're both
aimed at the youth racket, and
are head-on competitors of "Lo-
ugh-in." They are "The Music
Scene," which will offer perfor-
mances of hit records, and "The
New People," about young Amer-
icans who try to make their own
society on an isolated island.
Hosting and guiding "The Mus-
ic Scene" for viewers will be a
West Coast comedy troupe, the
Committee, which specialises in
biting contemporary satire. This
program will open ABC - TVs
Monday prime time schedule.
And although it is also tm against
the highly-rated "Gunsmoke," it
Is aimed mostly at "Laugh-In"
because that series specialises
In a young audience.
"The Music Scene" will come
on the air half an hour before
"Laugh-hi," and its chief goal
will be to build such momentum
toward the top records in the
last quarter hour of the show
that viewers will stay tuned in
instead of switching over to the
Rowan and Martin "Laugh-In" 
entry.
A natural further hope is that
Li "The Music Scene" can sun-
Lain its audience past the start
of-"Laugh - In" - that Is, until
the hit records are completed.
then ABC-TVs young viewers will
carry over into "The New Peop-
le" series.
"The New People" will be an
adveoture tale. It concerns a
planeload of youngsters of vary-
ing backgrounds who crash in
the South Pacific during a cul-
tural tour to Southeast Asia,
and are stranded on the island.
Actually, the 45-minute form
is not entirely new for comm-
ercial television, and especially
for ABC-TV. Not too many seas-
ons ago, ABC-TV had a 90-min-
ute series entitled "Arrest and
Trial," which was divided into
two 45-minute segments. In the
first half, Ben Gazzara was a
cop who brought in the cases,
and in the second half Chuck
Connors was a lawyer who hand-
led them. But "The Music Sce-
ne" and "The New People" are
entirely separate series.
Other new ABC-TV series next
tall include: "The Survivors,"
a sort of one-hour *t set "Pey-
ton Place" created by Harold
Robbins and staring Lana Tur-
ner and George Hamilton. "Love-
American Style," an hour antho•
F
9
logy of romantic tales." Movie
f the Week," a collection of
0-minute originals for video.
"Marcus Welby, M.D.," an hour
about an oldtime doctor Robert
Young who has a brash young
assistant. Also:
"The Courtship of Eddie's Fat-
her," a half-hour comedy about
a young widower Bill Bixby, his
six-year-old son and a Japanese
housekeeper Miyoshi Umeki .
"Room 222," a half-hour com-
edy-drama focusing on a Negro
teacher of American history Ll-
oyd Hanes at a high school. "The
Ghost and Mrs. Muir," a trans-
fer from NBC-TV. And a Lennon
sisters-Jimmy Durante variety
series, an hour in length.
There will also be two more
new hall-hour situation come-
dies: "The Brady Bunch," about
a widower with three sons Robert
Reed who marries a widow with
three daughters Florence Hen-
derson; and "Mr. Deeds goes to
town," about a big business mi-
llionaire who prefers the simpl
life.
Canceled from the ABC-TV
fall schedule are "The Aven-
gers," "Peyton Place," "The
Outcasts," "The Big Valley'
"N.Y.P.D.," "That's Life ,"
"What's It All About, World?",
The King Family, "The Felony
Squad," "Generation Gap," "T-
he Guns of Will Sonnett" and
"Judd for the Defense."
Returning are "Land of the
Giants," "The FBI," "The Mod
Squad," "It Takes a Thief,"
"The Flying Nun," "That Girl,"
"Bewitched." "The Tom Jones
THITRaDAY — MAY 15, 1565
Show," "*The Dating Game,"
"The Newlywed Gains," Lawren-
ce Welk, "Here Come the Brid-
es," "The Hollywood Palace,"
"Let's Make a Deal" and the
Wednesday and Sunday night mov-
ies.
CONTRACT RATIFIED
NEW YORK UPI - A contract
reached April 17 with Pan Amer-
ican World Airways has been rat-
ified by the membership of the
Transport Workers Union. The
TWU announced Tuesday that its
18,000 members at Pan Am had
voted to ratify the new contract
which covers mechanics, ground
service employes, port stewards,
pursers, and stewardesses.
IIUND, GRADUATES — Blind
Davis Wilson, 24, Louisa,
Ky., and a friend, Ann
Drudge, pet Lady, Wilson's
guide dog, a German shep-
herd, during graduation cere-











TOBACCO FOR BIGGER PROFITS with
NA-CHM lilt DL
This Year GROW THE BEST TOBACCO in Your District
For that extra quality of tobacco at harvest follow NA-CHURS
Liquid Fertilizer Foliar Feeding Program.
NA-CHURS has several tobacco formulas made special for
use in various areas and types of tobacco. Consult your local
NA-CHURS Crop Service Representative for details in your area.
For the best controlled Tobacco Feeding Program, start foliar
feeding with NA-CHURS 10-20-10 when tobacco Qlants are 8" to
10" high and continue every 7 to 10 days throughout the growing
season. After topping, use either NA-CHURS 2-20-18 or 3-18-18
as a finisher or ripener.
NA-CHURS being chlorine-free assures you of raising top
quality tobacco.
Following this program will give higher quality, earlier ma-
turity, and uniformity for more profit from every acre.
For more information contact
Harman Whitnell or Dick On at
WHITNELL STANDARD OIL
Distrimting Co. -
Pogue Ave. -Murray, Ky.- 753-4652
NA-CHUPS PLANT FOOD COMPANY
A DIVISION OF NA-CNURS intotnational
4 Moms sod 1200 reprosentativ•s across Om notion tio 14 IV III you






Iri Sh Is ows it
Open Tolle
. Public At UK
11
LIEUNOION, Ky. — V yea
grew hawses yearedf or it yen
seise seeing flowers ethers
ham pews. mime to the Iris
Shaw it the Untveretty of Kaa-
inelty, Deliday.M it
The thew. astitied Teseeey
lame will be held at IIK's
AO*11111threl Seisms Coster. b.
Mail it the earner of South
Limestine IL sad Ceepei Dr.
In lesdniglea. aseeedleg to Dr.
MOM C. Maks, eledratan of
the UK aistiedlawe Doe*
amt. Thsgdtheto ladled to
Mead. at me charge. on Ewa
dey afteenesm, from 2 p.m. to
7 pm.
Any Kentucky sardeeer cii
exhibit Is to this fourth se-
am! show of the Blue Gress
Irk BeeletS, he onatinass. Ia-
mbs Enid be submitted be-







































































Tall LETIGER & TIMIS — MURRAY. KISETUOIKY
Sunday monde& MAY it N.
traWS be will be charged.
The modern lite is called the
"rdekeer, flower" because it is
asaghthb in so many different
eases. //Jahr polite out. Forty
4111111Alli deems of iris, ward-
les Is ether and color pattern,
will be eekibitod in the horti-
cuitural division of the May
111 show.
Mohr lists the blowing rules
bar entering iris in the show.
A. Seta consists of a single
bloom dalk, cut off at ground
level. with leaves removed-
Bach stalk should be placed in
a clear glass quart milk or
Wei bottle. The exhibitor mud
hem grown the iris himself
Mid welt Weeder the variety
by name on the entry tag.
This, tags will be available at
the show. Entries received af-
ter 10:30 a.m. Sunday will not
be eligible for prises.
Growers and other visitors
at the show also will be inter
elated in the artisUc arrange-
ments division, Mohr notes. En-
tries in the eight clause of this
division must be registered be-
fore the day of the show. Per-
sons interested in competing in
this division should contact the
UK Horticulture Department
Immediately for information on
registration.
A special class for iris seed-
lings is open to amateur hy-
bridizers, he says. The UK Hor-
ticulture Department also will
have an educational exhibit at i
the show featuring some of '
their research with iris cul-
ture. For further information
on the show, 'contact Mohr or,
any member of the Blue Grass
Iris Society.
VIOLATER RIGHTS" "
PiTiSBURGH III — Fran-
ces Sehlereth figured her rights
were being violated when the
Duqueme light Co. put up a
p:•le with a crossbar overhang-
ing her property. On Monday.
a judge agreed with her.
The company was ordered to
PSI Mrs. Schlereth $270 for
violating six inches of air space
above her property La 19 mon-
ths, and to cut off the over-





UPI White Flews Itededoe
WASHINGTON we — The
suffering of Mae Justice
Abe Fortis is not producing
noticeable tease at the White
Home. Instead there appears to
be icy unitivolvement.
Having an established rooted
of being se ardent, liberal
Democrat, Thetas is not about
to he thrown any sort of Eh
preserver from 1000 Penney**
boa Ave., or for that weber.
Irvin the Judie Department
and Atty. Gen. John N. males
es.
The collective Nixon admin-
istration attitude seems to be
that if Fortu is in trouble with
certain powerful congressional
elements, then so be it—it is his
problem, not that of the White
House.
The President was described
as determined to stay out of
what he regards as peripheral
problems to the greatest extent
poseible. He knows that any
new administration inherits a
certain amount of difficulty
from the preceding adminietra
tion, but he does not went to .
take credit where credit is un-
undue.
Therefore, if Fortes made
mistakes in penmmal or extra.
income relationships prior he
the advent of the NiX011
ministration, this becomes the
heated pool of Juatice Fortes
and he can *trim out of it sr
tireay on hie own.
mils have delayed closing either
deal
The Nimes may be main to
Calibrate sopa after *di vt.
easing weekend at Kers ths.
oayne, Fla. It may be that they
will stay somewhere aloes to
Sail Clemente, but not the
house they are in the process
of purehaaleg. Thia may have to
do with the present owner not
being reedy to mate, or it
may be that the Chief Eneeed-
lye wants to log over another
passable site. In any case, he
has evidenced a desire to vied
somewhere in the aim um of
the Southern California omit
where he can walk directly
from a hotel or private meld-
ence to the be.
JUST A REMINDER
BOURNEMOUTH, England
—George Perkins, 611, carries
an alarm clock, wound and set
by his wife, to remind him
when It is time to leave the
Pub.
"My wife got a bit mad at
me for slaying too long. . "
Perkins mys. "I'm not henpeck-
ed—it's just a reminder."
11011 leOpli looks jaunty as
he leaves the Institute of
Ophthalmology at Columbia
Presbyterian. Hospital I n
Clemente. New York after treatment
Friends say both arrungs.,_ of. a hemorrhage of the left
ments are relatively ekes Is eye. It a recurrent disor-
completion but certain legal de- der with him.
President and Mrs. Nixon
have not completed the legal
details involved in selling their
Filth Avenue apartrnent in New
York Qty use purchasing a
California residence at San
Hospital Report
ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Miry K. Clark, 604 W.
Les St., Mayfield; Harbert Bri-
no, 809 Walther), Murray; Brent
Ervin, Rte. 4, Murray; Mrs.
CU Mae Homer, Rte. 5, May-
field; Mrs. Thelma J. Kamm,
Rte. 1. Beebe; mtg. Juanita U.
Roberson. Roo. 1, Tombeau;
master Meg S. Duncan, 321
Irvin St., Murray; Mrs. Pamela
Pasdall, Rte. 1, Murray; Master
Christopher D. Dodd, Rte. 3,
Murray; Miss Estella Houston,
MCC Cart. Div, Murray; Ed, T.
Priam Nomad Hotel • Murray;
Miss Emily E. Wear, 733 Sycs.
more, Murray:
DEMUSALS
THURSDAY — MAY 15. 110
CHOW ANNOUNCIAHINT—Dr. Daniel Writhe-11- Presidential
urban affairs adviser, strikes a posse at the Whits House as
he tells reporters that President Nixon's proposal to Con-
grams on an expanded anti-hunger program to cost at
billion a year is "the most comprehensive total program
ever proposed by a president of the United States."
Miss Carol Brandon, 718 Nash
Dr., Murray; Was Sheri Out-
lead, 1902 Sherrie Lane, Murr-
ay; Mader Brent R. Clark, Rte,
3, Murray; baster &ova McRey-
nolds, 905 litacbw Leas, bur-
ray; lira. Margaret Odle, Ill Sun-
ny Laos, Murray; Larry blann
ing, Perrier, Tenn.; Mrs. Roth.-
I. Wadley, 114 So. 10th St., Wm.'
ray; Miss Diane Beale, Almo;
Mrs, Mellodean Ramey, Rte. t,
Dexter; Mrs. Marsha Phillips
It Baby Girl, Hardin; Mrs. la
Donna Drake & Baby Girl, Rte.
2, Maytlekt Mrs. Peggy Fut-
rell & by Boy, Rte. 4, Mur-
ray; Mrs, Joyce Here, AZ:
by Boy, Rte. 6, motor
Malaita Hooks, Rte.Vurray;
George Long, Hardin; s. Zil-








A complete lane. America's qual-
ity-built hydraulic and hydraulic/
cable loaders for truck, trailer,
tractor and stationary mounting.
Telescopic, folding telescopic and




255 Ems Colhou. Si —Memphis. Teimessise
Hionuoy 51, South— Union City, Tennessee
diphemy 45. Semh — Comm*, es.iewee.
Maze
a real home tiatlalU
ler the HANDIfila
The frames are up. Much work is done.
You compiets or hire your own contractor.
• Buy horns and tend
• Small Down Payment
• Low Montniy Payment
• we finance up to 9 years
Several models available-2 and 3 bedrooms
Lesailam: Lei 64, bikeway Sham Sub-
divider& Cease: Grey sad whAto.
Contact






HARDTOP - One of the many vehicles smashed by that Chicago Transit Authority garage
explosion winds up with a real, for sure hard top—of bricks. A bus jarred a propane




'CC D-DIDN'T  
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These Are My Qualifications:
1. I promise to save you money on repairs.
2. I am reduced in price (save '40 or more).
3. 5-year warranty on most parts.
4.. I am sold only by Ward-Elkins in Murray.
5. lam backed by the largest service dept. in West Ky.
6. When you need me I will run.
7. am very quiet and rust proof.
8. I have a washable filter.
9. Only pennies a day buy me:
10. I promise to serve you faithfully for many years.
Your\Influence In Helping Me Sell Before May 27th
Will Be Deeply Appreciated
SEE ME ON SALE AT . . .
WARD-ELKINS
210 East'



















































































































RRAL INSTATE FOR SALO MEAL ISTATI FOR SALO
LOOKING fora good buy in a
hams than you alitoki take a
good look at one of the fol-
lowing:
ON NORTH 19th Street we
have 2 brick houses for mde,
both have 3 bedrooms,
km* rooms, 1% bathe
ten, ether nice fentswes,
Say are priced at $19,000
end $21,000.00.
ON COVEY DRIVE a large
bedroom brick on an acre lot.
I ies extra large living
with fir-apiece, central gas bad,
den. carport, nice toed house,
well. and is priced at $21,000.00.
Pomemikin with deed.
AT LYNN GROVE, two brick
trees and one foams on 14
Arse of land, with several out-
building., good fences, all this
peoperly for $26,500.00. Will
OMR Mali brick or older Mame
ea awe lots for $6,000
sash.
A LABION three-bedroom stone
home with 13% acres, five miles
notthwast of Murray on Hwy
121. Ibis property hos 'alio-
isnoy furniehed garage apart-
meat. Garage apiece for three
oars- Large eloping yard end
two large 'bock barns, land
fenced and a good well. This is
formality "Bell's Pony Farm"
and is an opportunity to enjoy
a home in the country with an
income. Price $31,505.00-
EXTRA: Extra good three-bed-
room brick home mod three ac-
res out Hwy 641 north, four
miles. Spacious living room with
fireplace, faroily mom and kit-
chen pane/ed. Nice cabinets,
G. E. range, ceramic bath, util-
ity, garage and storage. Has
electric heat, gas, city weer,
well, two airoonditioners, drap-
es, modem facilities for live-
stock and beautiful landscaped
grounds. Special price for quickKINGWOOD Subdivon woe. 828,800.08.
two extra nice lots. Have parr
alreat, alty water,




 for split level
leavlag twin and will sacrifice.
Price has been reduced $500.00
on melt lot
WE HAVE several Iota in Pano-
rams Mims for sale. We have
bee sae acreage on Hotel
Ilightlay, Iola in East Y Manor,
Jackson Acres and Meadow
Green Acres Subdivision as well
as Bagwell Mayor and others.
rivievillEDROOM brick inAcres Subdivision
WW1 Central heat end air, car-
pit, airport, large family room,
Minunie tile baths, and priced
ria00soom,50 ..
brick on North
1111a Ebert, two beans, uUM9f.
carport. Pereession with deed.
1:173tA NICE 3-bedroom split.
level house in Meadow Green
Acres Subdivision. Has two
Labs, den, carpet, garage, fire-
place, extra large lot, $23,000.00.
*ACRE FARM witp 3-bedroom
lieScir home near Now Provi-
dilate. Looking for a nice home
and some land you should be
interattedIn this for $35,000.00.
3-badiwo bitch
=WI c z Plains MIR% on
nice let. Has large den with
firephos, carport, fireplace, a
,-1,7 nice home for 
$18,500.00.Et' YOU ARE interested in bap
leg a home this a good Vie.
k is =most sure to have a
higher interest rate in Nam-
Way, sifter next spring.
ROBERTS REALTY, 505 Went
Ann Street, Telephone 753-
1661. M-17-C
?IEEE-BEDROOM brick boom,
flail air condltiocing, all elec-
tric, large living-dining room
combination, large kitchen and
udlitY garage area, carport, on
extra large lot. Near Robert-
se ia Scheel. By owner. Call 753-
MG dem et 753-8973 nights
M-20-C
BRAND NEW &badman trick
home, three miles southeast on
Hwy. 121, in Fairview Acres
Large living room, family room-
kitchen with G. E range and
oven. Large ceramic bath and
half bath, utility, storage and
carport. On large lot This is a
bop quality home at a tight
budget price. Only $18,500.00.
W. S. GROGAN HOME, with
aluminum skiing and twenty-
two acres open iand. Approxi-
mately two miles from south-
west Murray city limits. Has
thoee bedrooms, liviog room,
ketches-dining room, bath, stor-
age and doubie carport. Fine
welt good barn, fish pond and
15 acre corn barn. This home
Is well located in a beautiful
setting of trees. Price $18,000.-
00
rpt LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY. KENTUCKY
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
ON SOUTH 17th Street in
Keeneiand Subdivision, a qual-
ity oonatruction, 3-bedroom
brick almost completed. 
is! style with a family room,
fully equipped kititheo, and ga-
rage. A real good buy.
A LIKE-NEW 3-bedroom brick
on Minerva Drive, 2 baths, for-
mal dining area and large fam-
liy room, sliding glees doors
onto the patio, expensive drapes,
and chain link fence around
back lawn included in the sale
of this fine home.
A NEW 3-bedroom brick home
In Kingwood Sulolivision, 2
bath moms, carpeting th.rough-
out, central heat and air condi-
tioning. Nice drapes, &eh woodi-
er and disposal included. Black-
top driveway.
FOR THE diacriminatieg buy-
er, this ciontemmoniry home will
satiety your requirements. Lo-
cated in beautiful surroundings
with over 1 acre of land. Feat-
ures found here are: cathedral
ceilings, large recreation mom,
formal dining room, living room,
den, 2% baths, and many, marry
other*.
NEAR THE id.SU campus, a 3-
bedroom brick with larger than
average bedrooms, exposed
•beams in the kitchen and fam-
ily room. Large 'swimming pool,
knd the back yard is complete-
ly enclosed.
TUCKER REALTY & Insurance
Co., 502 Maple Street, Murray,
17. 753-4342; Home phones:
Donald R. Tucker 7536030,
Bobby Grogan 753-4978, W. Paul
Dailey, Jr., 753-8702.
1TC











All You Can Usti
ONLY ...
$1.50
A Delight In Every Intel
NOTICE
ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser-
vice, Box 213 Murray, Ky., C.
U. Sanders. Phone 382-3176,
Lonnville, KY. June-2-C
COMMERCIAL LOTS: In Wild
wood, a subdivdtion of commer-
cial Ices. Now being developed
by Jackie Burkeen out South
4th Street (former location of
Sykes Mill). Buy now and save
at these prices. Lots fronting on
So. 4th St., $90.00 per front
foot. Lots facing on inOde St.,
$50.00 per front foot.
WE OFFER YOU a soil_
in it threebedroom briehltt4
under FHA supervision at 1609
Belmont This in a well con
stineiled home with nearly 1,560
feet of Wing area. Has living
num, ibis, Mahan with G. E.
ran. MI entem. ceramic bath,
edify, airasailltiener, antenna
and dram. Priced to sell, $17,-
900.00.
IN HAZEL Two-bedroom con-
crete block home on State St.
Has living room, kitchen, util-
ity mom and bath. Electric and
gm beat, city water and sew-
erage. Convenient to church,
acemol end stores. Total price
only $6,500.00. To qualifying
buyer $2,500.00 caah and W-
• on -Jeans.
COMMERCIAL LOT-100' a
114' will1 Witting at South 4th
and Sitimitele. A good location
THREE-BEDROOM brick, for most iso bedew Owner
• au anahnif cash, balance
on term. Price s14,500.00.
El ACRES with mood three-bed-
mem frame home near South
Pleamat Grove Church. Home
baths, living and dining room
tW located for elementary,ed
, newly decorated.
high school and MSU. WW be
Shown by appointment only.
•Write Box 32-U, do Ledger & is seem den' kitchen'Times. Trc dining arta, bath haat base-
ment Two bedrooms upstairs,
electric bent, carport and good
well. Fenn hes 15 acre corn
base, .46 dart tobacco base. A
good place to live. Price only
$15,600.00.
GOOD Residential lot No 4, Peg-
' Alle Drive, 90' x 150'. Own-
er will sell 25% cash, balance
$30.00 per month. Total price
rut.$246°ToN4°. YOUNG Realty, 4th
and Neg. Street& Murray, Ky.
Office phone 733-7333. Pekoe
Young, borne phone, 7111-49411,








Mileage. 15 ft. flat Or








WANT A NEW HOUSE/ Here
Is one only a few minutes from
Murray. Three-bedroom, car-
port, etc., with city water and
central heat, $14,950.00. Locat-
ed north of Murray. Call How
aid G. Bucy, 753-1881. M-17-C
THE RAINBOW INN
presents . . .




Friday Night, May 16th
ACE CANNON
For Reservations Call Rainbow Inn,
Faris, Tenn. - 642•9915
FOR SALE Commazoie/: 007
Main Street, Murray, Kentucky,
Butterworth Medical Clinic.
Brick building with 300 sq. ft.,
21 roomy., central air and heat-
ing; confer lot 92' x 208'. Prei-
sent 5%% V. A. loan can be
assumed. Agent will be in town
May 18 and 17. Can be reach-
ed at Holiday Inn on Highway
641, Phone 753-5989. Ed Koo-
pie, Heritage Realty Company,1.602-4430-8860. M-17-C
o. s. 4
AUTOS FOR SALE
1964 CHEVROLET Super Sport
4-speed, 327 engine. Posi-trac-
tion. Exceptionally clean. Call
753-8120. M-24-P
1964 OLDSMOBILE 08, Luxury
soda's. All power and air, and
low mileage. 438-2323. 11-15-C
1906 FORD Fairiane 500 station
wagon. 1964 Volkswagen, sta-
dot *Mien. 1984 Volkswagen
sedan. 753-1497 after 5:00 p. m.
M-19-P
1961 BUICK Special. Call 753-
E064 alter 7:00 p. m.
1968 FORD, good running con-
dition, 6-cid/rider, $55.00. Call
7534662. M-15-C
1967 M. G. in excellent condi-
tion, or will trade for Volk.-
lieges. Phone 753-7614. It-15-C
1965 PLYMOUTH Fury I, 4-
door sedan, automatic trans-
mission, 6-cylinder engine, ra-
dio, heater and white wall tires.
Royal blue with matching in-
terior. This is a local trade in
and yours for only $995.00. See
or call Parker Ford, 7th and
Main. Phone 753-5273. M-16-C
1963 VOLKSWAGEN, 2-door se-
dan, radio, white wail tires,
burgandy exterior with several
"extras". This is a good solid
oar and priced to sell at 049100.
See or call Parker Ford, 7th and
Main. Phone 753-8273. M-16-C
FARM BUREAU Office, moved
to new location. 309 South 5th
Street. M-19.0
FILL IN THE BLANK space and
,win a Free Pass to the Murray-
Drive-1n Theatre! It's Paul New-
man in "Cool hand
Starting Sunday night at the
Murray Drive-In Theatre! Send
this add with your name and
addreas and the correct word
to Box 111 Murray, Ky., to
your free pass!!! M-17-C
FOR RESIT
OFFICE SPACE available. Cen-
tral air, carpeting and panel-
ing, 201 South 5llo Pheres 753.
7112. M-16-C
FOUR NEW 2bedroom, carp-
eted, apartments, with refrig-
erator and stove, air-condition-
ed. Couples or teachers
1515 Sycamore or call 753-3896
after 5:00 p. m. 111-16-C
TWO OR THREE room apart-
ment. Downstairs, private en-
trance. Close in. Elderly couple
or lady preferred. Phone 753-
6173. M-15-C
BEAUTIFUL TRAILER lot on
Kentucky Lake, $10.00 per mon-
th. Call 436-2323. M-1.5--C
REAL NICE new 2-bedroom




FIVE ROOM house in the coun-
try, 2% miles south of Murray
off 641. Call 753-3347 before
5:00 p. m. and 753-4645 after
5:00 p. m. 11-16-C
THURSDAY - MAY 15, 1969:
11969 WHITE Zig-Zag in brand
new cabinet. Used less than 2
=loathe. Makes all fancy de-
signs, plum buttoe holes, sews
on buttons, monograms, blind
hems and over casts. All with-
out attachments. Full price,
$31.67 or terms of $6.49 per




with two bedrooms, kitchen mid
den. Air-conditioned and car-
pet. Available June 10. Married,
couple only. May be seen at
Kelly's Peat Control, 100 South
13th. M-16-C
NEW TWO-BEDROOM brick du-
plex. Ceramic tile bath, range,
air-conditioner, $90.00. Phone
7a.7-6931. M-17-C
I AM interested in contacting
a local truck gardnex or farm-
er to furnish Large variety of
fresh vegetables to a new-rest:
aurant opening in the near fut-






Waldrop Drive. Couple prefer
red. For information call 753-
3284. M-17-P
1965 FORD pick-up, long, wide
bed, custom cab, V-8 engine.
Light green with radio and
heater. Local trade in. Priced
to sell at only $995.00. See at
Parker Ford at 7th & Main.
Phone 753-5273. M-16-C
1960 CHEVROLET station wa-
gon. Intl of good dependable
service, $150.00. Phone 753-
63112. M-17-C
WANTED TO SUY
WANTED: Used chest of draw-
ees, good condition, reasonably
priced. none 753-1916 and ask
for Mary, before 5:00 p.
17NC
FOR YOUR business, burglary
or liability insurance, write





tory; -typist. Permanent - post
tion. Immediate opening. Ap-
ply in person to Shackelford
Goode & Thunman, Tucker
Building. Mussy, Ky.  __M-19•C
RETAIL STORE has opening
for sties personnel, male and
female. Apply in own hand-
writing giving age, education,
experience and marital status
and 2 references. Apply care
of Box 284-A, Murray, Ky.
TFC
WANTED: Service station at-
tendant. Experienced in chang-
ing tires and servicing gas and
diesel equipment. Apply to
Box 32-N do Ledger and Timm,
Murray, Ky. M-15-C
OFFICE SPACE available June
lat., 600 square feet, stzliet
• air-conditioned, off 'street
private parking with office. All
utilities furnished. National Ho-
tel Building Sixth and Main,
$66.00. Call 753-5992 or see Ed




kitchen, carport. Can 753-4522.
TFC
GENTLE gainted saddle holm.
Used bee hives with supers.
Greene 0. Wilson, Route 1,
Phone 753-3536. 11-15-C
SINGER 71G-ZAG in nice con-
sole cabinet. This machine ap-
pliques, blind hems, sews on
buttons, makes button holes,
monognons and makes decor-
ative designs. No attachments
needed. 10 year guarantee. As-
sume monthly payments of
$5.48 per month or pay entire
balance of $49.50. For free
home trial call Paducah 442-
8806 collect. 11-19-C
TWO-BEDROOM house trailer.
1967 model, 8 x 42 foot. Good
condition. Call after 5:00 p.
Mayfteld, Kentucky, 247-1976.
if-19-P
AKC BASSETT pups. Good
!good line. Excellent markings.
Females, $50.00 Males, $75.00.
See at 802 North 20th., 753-
7964. M-17-C
USED BEDROOM, living room,
and kitchen furniture. Occas-
ional chain and tables. Call
753-8216 after five p. m. M-14-C
TWO-YEAR OLD portable 21-
inch Admiral television. Guar-
anteed tube, $80.00. Phone 753-
3298. M-14-Fr
1987-305 Scrambier. Excel-
lent condition. Mint sacrifice
Man's and Woman's helmet in-
cluded. Phone 762-4446. M-16-P
TWO USED TILLERS. Three
power mowers. New 3 H. P
Briggs-Stratton mower motors.
Bilbrey's Car & Horne Supply.
210 East Main. Phone 753-5617.
M-16-C
TWO DEEP FREEZERS. Also
several different kinds of fro-
zen vegetables. Phone 753-4688.
hi-16-P
1063 MOBILE HOME. 10' x IS',
see at Richardson's Trailer
Court. Phone 753-6360. M-16-P
SADDLE HORSE, Sorrell. Can
tie. Mane 753-4647. M-16-C
REGISTERED Pointer pups.HOUSE TRAILER, air-condition- Three dog pupa available Mayed, electric be-sit, $83•06 P•r Is. Gurisznoke and White Knightmonth. Ph" 753'7856 °r 753' blnadline. Charles Young 753-8231. M-17-C 8214. lf-16-P
EXTRA NICE one-bedroom a- WESTINGHOUSE automaticpartoo.o., furnished, air-condi- washer, one year old. Phonetioned. One block from campus 753.3026 after 5:00 p. m. 11.164.
Call 753-8120. M-17-P 
AUCTION SALE
WAITRESS. Apply in person
Experience not necessary, wil
train. Jerry's Restaurant, So
12th Street. hf-19-C
ASSISTANT MANACIER wanted
for fast growing company. Gout
salary. Excellent chance for ad-
vancement. No experience ne-
cessary. Apply at 204 South 4th
Street. Friendly Finance Co.
M-20-C
AVON CALLING! Increased de-
mand and newly crested terri-
tories call for more Representa-
tives! Serve customers in terri-
tory of your own. Act at once!
For interview in your home,
write or call Mrs. Evelyn._ L.
Brown. Avon Mgr, Dist 440.




clean up man. Apply in person
to the service manager at Sand-
ers & Purdom Motor Sales,
1406 Main. M-21-C
NEED MAN to do janitorial
work. Apply in person to Big K
Department Store, Bel Air Shop-
ping Center. M-17-C
BABY SITTER WANTED tor 2
hours every Wednesday night
while we do our family's week-
ly whine at the brightly light-
ed Boone 1/0111 Laundry, 1308
Main Street, Murray. Two hours
does my entire wash because
Boone's has 42 washers for me
to use and 18 dryers for my
husband. Open 365 days a year
'til 10:00 p. m. M -21 -C
NOV RENTING
NEW DUPLEX APARTMENTS
In residential section, 11th dr Story. 2 &rooms,spacious, carpeted, central heat and alio condi-toning. Built-in kitchen stoves, large closets.Furnished or unfurnished. May be seen bypoin trnent. Phone 753 - 4478. m20c
AUCTIoN SALE of household
goods and antiques, Saturday,
May 24, at 1 p m. at the Will
Jones Farm, 2O miles west of
Almo on Almo-Kirksey aced.
Watch next week's paper for
full listings. Sale by Knott's
Auction Service, phone 437-
6415. ITC
AUCTION SALE Saturday, May
17, 1969, 1:00 p. m. at the late
Gaylan and Annie Wilkinson
home, I mile south of Murray,
one mile west of Midway. No
modern furniture, strictly all
antique. The best items you ever
saw. This is not a collectors
sale. These items were handed
down and used by the Wilkin-
son's for housekeeping. Some
items are: butter molds, tele-
phone, dinner bell, 3 cow bells,
brass desk bell, 2 coffee mills,
antique churn, 14-inch doll with
china head-anus and legs. Hand
blow glass bcitles with g'. -ss
stoppers, nice wash bowl pit:her,
guitar, old fruit jars sum -
pints with glees tops, 'lithos
lantern, picture frames, rockers
cut glom, china jam, jugs,
tray, 2 pie safes, extra nice lit-
tle oak dresser with colored
marble top. To many items to
list. For information call Otto
Chester Auction Service, Lynn
Grove, Ky. 435-4042. 1
WANTED TO BUY OR RUNT
HOUSE TRAILER, 1 or 2 bed-




erator, white. Westinghouse 30-
inch electric stove. Breakfast
set Two galvanized square me-
tal laundry tubs with rack. All
In good condition. Call 753-
1439. M-i0C
GERMAN Shepherd puppies, six
weeks old. Will sell cheap. Call
498-8526. 1/1-113-C
LOST bright carpet colors....
restore them with Blue Lustre.
Rent electric shampooer $1. Itigt
K. M-17-C
SOYBEAN SEED Hood, Kent
Wayne, Dare and Dyer. Mur-
ray Warehousing Corporation,
Inc. Phone 753E220. H-M 17 C
'SEARS REFRIGERATOR, 9
months old; antique bed, draw
en, sofa, chairs, much more.
Phone 753-8648. M-17-C
TWO-HORSE TRAILER, deluxe
model. Practically new Call 753-
3123 after 5:00 p. m. M-17-C
FOR SALE
TWO TWIN-SIZE bedspreads
and pair of matching drapes,
size 48 x 63 inches. Color, red.
Good condition, $15.00. Phone
753-2986.
TWIN BED, box springs and
mattress. Good condition,
$25.00. Phone 753-6015 before
12:00 noon or after 8:00 p. in.
1OSED FURNITURE BUYS:
Chifferobe, just like new. Four-
drawer and hat box, full length
door mirror, $26.00; Dinette
Suite, mahogany, Duncan Phyfe
style, drop lead table, four rose
back chairs, $35.00; Odd Sofa,
good condition, red nylon up-
holstery, seventy five inches
long, modern style, $72.50: Two
plastic top mahogany step ta-
bles, mcdern style, both for
$7.50; Vinyl upholstered sofa,
light beige color, makes bed,
$17.50; old small size buffett,
with mirrored back 'plumber,
fair condition, $25.00; bedroom
suite, Kraelder quality, in wood
condition, large five-drawer
chest, panel bed, vanity and
beach, modern style in light
tan mahogany finish, a bargan,
$89.00; China Cabinet, modern
style Walnut finish, $19.00; gun
cabinet, six rack with drawer,
mew, but glass doors broke in
shipment, regular price $97.50,
only $50.00. Diuguid's Furniture,
North Side of Court Square,
Murray, Ky. M-17
GOOD USED air-conditioner,
18000 BTU. Call 753-8539.
M-17-C
SERVICES OFFERED
WILL DO lime spreading
Phone Johainy Orr 492-8837.
CARD OF THANKS
We would like to thank every-'
one for cards, visits, flowers,
and badness shown during
the sickness and death of our:





WILL DO house painting. Ca
753-4639.
TEACHER WANTS °MI
(3-6 years of age) to care




LEXINGTON, Ky. (UPI) -
The state of Kentucky is moving -
ahead on an appraisal of the
19th Century home of Mary
Todd Lincoln, wife of the Civil
War president.
The state hopes to obtain the
building, owned by a hardware
firm in recent years. Local leg-
-end has it that Lincoln visited





CAIRO (UPI) - Police offi-
cers in Cairo have been told they
will remain in their offices only
for certain emergencies. Other-
wise, they are to patrol the
streets on foot searching for
pickpockets. Hundreds of cases
of pocketpicking have been re-
ported in recent weeks, leading




FAIRVIEW, Ky. (UPI) - The
fourth highest monument in the
United States, a 351-foot con-
crete tower marking the birth-
place of Lonfedernte .President.m.S -
Jefferson Davis, is located at





AMSTERDAM (UPI) - The
number of motorbikes in use in
Holland rose by 200,000 in the
last two years to a total of more
than 1.8 million.
WANTED - Vacant lots and
lawns to mow. Call 753-1796
after 5 p. m. M-1
MINISTER waits cars to wax.
$5.00 for cars $6.00 wagons, you
pay * wax. Will do other odd
}ohs also. 480-2323. • M-17-P
MCMILLEN SPECIALTY Weld-
ing. Hellen welding. Specials-




WANTED: One of two-bedroom
unfurnished house out of city
limits on paved road. Must have
running water sad bath. Bait
reasonable. Phone 753-1916 be-
fore 5:00 p. m, and ask for
Wiry. 1TNC
WANTED: Twobedrcom furn•
tubed home or apartment, pre-
ferably in county, for lady and





new carpeting, electric Mari






ing major. Salary open. Mail
personal resume to:





  FOR RENT or LEASE
BUSINESS
BUILDING
-Full basement and 2nd

















Locally owned and operat-
ed for 20 years. We can be
reached 24 hours a day.









Located 1411 SIL IStil $t.
H-M-5-C
HELP WANTED
We Will Be Taking Applications
on
May 20th- 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.










Modern equipment, good working
conditions, locally owned and ope-
rated.
At least 5 years experience requir-
ed in the above positions. Apply in
person only. No phone calls.
COLONIAL HOUSE
SMORGASBORD
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U.S. resolve and acknowledge-
ment the war be inherited foam
President Johnson is now his
war, for good or bad.
"If I fail to do se," he said
of his campaign poetise to a-
chieve peace, "I expect t •
American people to hold me
accountable for that failure."
Thee initial congrethonal re-
action to Nixon's speech was
generally favorable, even optl-
stink in some quarters. Sen.
Jacob K Amite R-N.Y., one of
• cluster of GOP lawmakers
whose criticism helped prompt
Nixon to make his move, call-
ed the message "a real step as
the mad to peace."
Ambassador Henry Cabot
Lodge, Nixon's top negotiator
at the Paris talks, conferred
with the President before the
address and scheduled another
meeting today )sefore return-
ing to France He will place the
new proposals on the table be-
fore the Vietnamese on Friday.
Nixon took note of renewed
attacks in South Vietnam and
warned Hanoi: "If the enemy
wants peace with the United
States, this is not the way to
get it."
The troop withdrawal by all
parties, Nixon said, could start
as soon as agreement is reach-
ed to do so. OEMs left at the
end of 12 months meld slay
temporarily heetnieelbst lim-
es. The North Visbanths, he
said, would have to pull link
from Cambia. mid Lass as
well.
international! lisdr.
Nixon said an biernatbsesi
supervisory body Amid steed
watch to make sure-
are withdrawing their trona.
That same body, be said, weld
oversee the elections.
The plan also called for an
early release of prisoners of
war, by both sides. and an a-
greement to observe the 3.954
Geneva Accords on Vietnam
and Cambodia as well as the
LI601 agreement of 1982.
Because the Viet Cong's 10-
point peace proposal
the United States simply with-
draw, without any conditions,
there was a gap between the
two peace offers,
id VIM. Kam ammo _--
the Kith's offer eantinsdtwo
specific points that Med in-
cense chances for peace. One
Is the abandonment of U. S.
efforts to make the North Viet-
namese admit they even hare
troops in the south. Combined
with thst is the fact that the
United States is no longer in-
sisting HMSO; begin pulling out
first, before the Americans
make any move.
• Added to that, the sources
said, is the fact the United
States is now prepared to die
mum the political situation, in
addition to the military situa-
tion, as Hanoi has been demand-
Nixon mid he was not asking
for "unlimited patience" from
the American people and was
not about to criticize those who
will continue to criticize him
about the war. He asked the'
American people to unite "be-
hind a generous and reasonable
peace offer."
Johnson. who was forced
from office in large part by the
war, was silent. But from Tex-
as a spokesman for the former
chief executive said simply:
"As President Johnson pre-
viously stated, he wholehearted-
ly supports President Nixon in,
his efforts to bring peace in
Southeast Asia."
0A71 WITH MATH- Found
guilty of first degree mur-
der for the sniper slayings
of three policemen and a
civilian in Cleveland last
July 23. heavily. chained
black nationalist Fred
Ahmed Evans enters Ohio
'enitentiary In Columbus
where he is scheduled to die
In the ele, tile chair Sept. 22.
Persons Fined
(Cothisseed Prams Pena OM/
Nem, Bead $111.00 coots NAO.
B. IL RIK 'abbe
"111.1 828111"111x14$154°Psbliemilesdi
nem. fined $15.00 cods $4.03.
J. W. Wilson, public
heinem. fined $13.00 casts $4.
80.
K. Z. Galloway, dimeaardia
stoP sign, fined $1000 coats $4.
50.
M. V. Villines. Public drew
kelnithe fined $15-00 coats *de
BO.
B. IL Hill, driving while in-
toxicated, amended to reckless
driving, fined $100.00 costa
30.
T. L McAllister, illegal pos-
session of alcohol. fined $100.00
costs $4.30.
K. R. Stunt, disregarding red
light, fined $210.00 costs 8410.
J. K Aldridge, driving while
intoxicated, amended to reck-
less driving, fined $100.00 costs
$4.811.
IL L. Kendall. public drem
tonne's, fined $13.00 costs $4.-
00.
J. J. Meanie, reckless driv-
ing, amended to breach of
pane, fined $13.00 costs $4.50.
L. G. Rogers, unthoessary
scam, fined $15.00 cods $4.30.
J. D. Downing. reckless driv-
ing. fined $15.00 costs $410.
H. A. Hook, riding rooter
cycle without safety helmet,
need $10.00 costa suspended.
L B. Allbritten, reckless driv-
ing. fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
W. R. Futrell, reckless driv-
ing. fined $15.00 costs $410.
L G. Britten, reckless driv-
ing, fined $15.00 coda $4.30.
T. G. Cole, riding motor cy-
ele without safety helmet, fin-
ed $10.00 costs suspended.
AL C. Puckett, riding thetas
eye* without safety belied.
fined $10.03 costs sospeeded.
L D. Houston, speeding, fin-
ed $15.00 cods $4.30.
W. D. Howell, speeding. fin-
ed $25.00 coots $4.30.
T. J. Kenniiton, driving with
four adults in front seat, fined
$10.00 cods $4.50.
K. B. Moss, speeding, amend
ed to disorderly conduct, fined
$15.00 costs $4.50.
J. L. Braver, reckless driving
fined $15.00 costs $410.
Richard
ttentineed Prom Page OAe
lie holds bachelor and
master of music degrees from
Illinois Wesleyan University.
But Winter was born and
reared in Lake Charles, La. He
earned his bachelor of music
degree at LS.U. and his mas-
ter's at the University of Mich-
igan. He joined the Murray fac-
ulty in 1948.
Both served in the Army dur-
ing World War IL Farrell was
▪ tzompet player in Gen. Pat-
ton's Third Army Headquarters
band.
Since Farrell became head of
the fine arts department in 1907
there has been tremendous ex.
pension of the music division.
The. staff has grown from 9 to
19 fulltithe instructors, and the
number of music majors has
Increased from 90 to 221.
The growth of the depart-
ment, (music, art, and drama)
in curricula and number of stu-
dents has been recognised by
the board of regents in their
recent decision to upgrade the
department to a School of Fine
Arts.
No definite date has been an-
nounced for the change, but
August of 1970 will see the
completion of $3.8-million add-
ition to the Price Doyle Fine
Arts Building-
Farrell and Winter are both
active in the Murray Civic Mu-
sic Association, which was form-
ed in the late 30's to bring out-
standing artists to the city
an annual series of
ments. Farrell is sometimes re-
ferred to as the "father" of
organization.
Neither is now serving as
choir director though both
directed choirs for
churches in this area.
-Though there is some dap&
cation in the membership of
KMEA and MITA," Farrell ex-
plained, "the two o
work together in harmony
the development of musical
Ming in the state and both




Life insurance policyholders in
the United States received $8.2
billion in "living" benefits last
year. according to the Institute
of Life Insurance, an increase
of about /520 million, or 7 per
cent, over 1967.
. The 1968 total included $1.4
billion in pension and other an-
nuity payments, $990 million in
matured endowments, $200 mil-
lion in disability payments under
life policies, $3.1 billion in po-
licy dividends and More than







WASHINGTON RIN - Every
one else aims In have a peace
plan these dun SO I th011gai
I would devise one, too. I caU
mins "World Peace throttlif
Ninety."
It Is bored on the Prow*
that M we cant achieve a di&
asumment agreement with the
itusaiths by negotiations, mkt
be we can do it by bankruptcy
My plan, Ill confess, is not
anti* origanol. I pt at least
the Lena of the idea from Ric
bud K. Heins, direotor of
Central Inteligence Agency
tUM.
May land Areas Race
Helms is reported to have
told a meeting of Weiner lead-
en at Hot Springs, Va., that
money-or tether, the beck of
le--athe end the arms race be-
tween the United States and
Russia.
Be was quoted as saying that
"the future costs of adequate
defense may well prove impos-
sible for both nations to bear."
R promptly oonuoed to me
thst the CIA may have been
taking the wrong appmach in
seeking to determine whet the
Soviet Unions military within-
ties are.
Our agents might
spend their time trying to de-
termine the Soviet's fituncial
capabilities.
Let us say, tor example, that
U. S. spy ships cruising off the
&Laden coast ascertain that the
Soviets are cepabie of
ing $180 billion on a new mis-
sile system.
The United States then
m'iunces that it is building
$1111 billion enemies* de
MUM. Now you can see the
beauty of my peace plan.
Will Be treks
The only way the R
cm penetrate a $181 billioo
antimissile system is by erect-
ing a $182 billion missile sy-
stem. But if they do that, they
will be broke.
Their only other opiate would
be to sign an arms limitation
treaty. ,
it may be argued, of course,
that in the proems of building
a $181 billion antimithie sy-
seem the United NAN might
Itself go broke. hot that seed
not preclude ackinfige et may
peace plan.
Any policay of amid Mow
nal deterrent seliatically
names that each notion is em
pubic of bankrupting the other.
If we could bankrupt the So-
viets without their bankrupt-
ing us, we wouldn't need a
peace plan
The important thing is to
make the arms race so expen-
sive that neither side can af-ford it.
The mere sett of switchingfrom a military to a financial
standoff would itself be a step
toward Noce.
Trade 'scree**,
HELSLNKI (UPI) - Fin-
land's exports to Britain
increased more than 25 per cent,
or about 172 million. in 1968.
Their total value was approxi-
mately $385 million.
Finnish imports from Britain
also increased to a total of $188





tan win participate in the wcond
Asia International Trade Fair
scheduled to be held in Teheran.
Iran, Oct. 5-24.
Official sources disclosed the
Iranian Government has allocat-
ed $50,000 for import and sale
of Pakistani goods shown at the
fair. About 30 countries will
participate in the fair, including




The Wranglers Riding Club
will have a work night Thurs-
day, May 18, at 7 o'clock at the
riding pen Every member is
urged to be present to help get
the ground ready for the Spring
Horse Show to be held May 24.
Tractors are needed to work
with as well as lawn mowers,
weed cutters and any other
equipment inembein may have
to work with.
YOUNG DRIVER
MUSCATINE, Iowa as -
When Tom Hershberger drove
a car out of a used car Id, po-
lice rushed after him and made
him promise to stick with his
bike
Tom is 1 years old.
LIDGER a TIMER - MURRAY, KENTUCKY
Charges Are
(Continued Prom Page Ow
once was precipitated by in ar-
gument between a white and a
black student and lasted more
than seven hours before Dr.
Sparks was called and asansupie-
ed that classes would be db-
missed so the grievances could
be aired publicallY "and every-
one who had something to say
given a chance to speak."
University officials emphasiz-
ed there was no violence or pro-
perty damage involved in the
Tuesday night incident.
More than 40 speakers parad-
ed to the microphone today to
speak their views or to hurl dis-
crimination charges at staff
members.
Principal targets of the black
students' charges were Dean of
Women Lillian Tate and the two
dorm directors at Hart Hall,
Mrs. H. Jane Brain and Mrs.
Sue Georhart.
All three took part in a heat-
ed discussion between black
and white women students at
Hart Hill Tuesday night, but
none took part .in the mass
meeting today.
Four basic grievances of the
black students were listed by
Bernard Dishman, president of
STEAM (Students for Total
Equality at Murray) and a soc-
iology major from Lexington:
a. ''hat a black girl from each
dormitory be named to the Wo-
men's Student Government As-
sociation.
b. That black students' griev-
ances be received by administra-
tive officials with an attitude
of seriousnmeood concern.
c. That immediate action be
taken to correct the problems
cited. "Time is no longer a cur-
ing agent," Dishman said. "We
want immediate action and we
want to be totally represented
in every Murray State campus
activity."
d. That the requirement that
a prospective student's photo-
graph be attached to his or her
application for admission to
Murray State and to applicat-
ions for campus work positions
be abolished.
Dishman said Dr. Sparks has
"in all honesty been fair" and
has shown concern about pro-
blems of black students. Re
added that if the issue is re-
solved, "it will be because of
the fairness ef Dr. Sparks."'
Sparks said h
climes and authorized the meet-
ing "not out of fear, but out of
respect for the rights of black
coeds."
"I am proud of you for de
voting this entire day to this
very important meeting on our
campus," Dr. Sparks told the
students as the marathon meet-
ing drew to a close.
"I am proud of your courage,
your commitment and your pur-
pose for we must open our
minds to see the needs of this
University." he said, citing his
two hours of sleep Tuesday
night because of the Hart Hall
disturbance.
"The channel of communice
tion is open to my office, and I
Intend to see that every student
Is treated fairly," he said. "But
I will not know it unless you
tell me."
"I will work with you ea long
as I can to solve differences
but it must be on an equal bas-
is, because this is a place for a
meeting of the minds - to dis-
cuss, think and to tear our pro-
blems apart together in a con-
cerned, determined effort *0
find a solution satisfactory to
all."
Commenting on the adminis-
tration's handling of the situa-
tion, Bob Boar. newly appoint-
ed ombudsman at Murray State,
said the open forum is the "on
ly way situations such as this
can be solved."
"When we can sit down to-
gether and communicate with
each other things can be done,
and this is what happened here
today."
As ombudsman, Bases duties
involve receiving, investigatirg
and bringing to the attention of
the administration complaints of
students who feel they have re-
ceived unjust treatment at the
hands of the administration,
faculty or staff.
His is the only office of its





The Wrenglers Riding Club
will ride Friday night, May le
at 7:30. Ribbons will be given
and the point system will be-
gin-
In the adult and junior class-
es, ribbons are given in two
pieces, and the pony classes,
rider 12 years and under, five
place ribbons are given.
A number of classes a n d
games have been selected to
be run for points. They include:
Pony lead line, ponies 49.58,
ponies 48 inches and under,
country pleasure, men and wo-
men, western pleasure, men and
%omen, racking class and fox
trotting class.
The games are barrels, men,
women. 13-18 years old and 12
years and under, pole beading
in the same division. Flag rate
men, 13-10 years and 12 and
under; rescue race the same div-
isions as flap.
First place counts five points,
second place is four points,
third plaee, three )oints, fourth
place two points, and fifth
place one point. The persons
with the highest number or
points in each class will re
ceive a trophy at the end of
the riding season. The club feel
this gives the rider a goal to
work toward.
Spectators are welcome a t
the Wranglers Riding Club.
There is no admission charge
on weekly riding nights. In or-
der to win the riders do have
to be a member of the club.
The concession stand will be
open with sandwiches, cold
drinks, candy, and hot coffee
available.
Directions to riding pen are
to take Highway 94 east from
Murray and turn left at Lake-
stop Grocery and follow black-
top for about two miles.
Final Rites Held
For Mrs. Hughes
Final rites for Mrs. Maud
Hughes, widow of the late T.
F Hughes, were held today at
two p.m., instead of ArednesdAy
as announced yesterday, at the
'chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with Bro. Henry
Hargis and Bro. Danny Under-
wood officiating.
Burial was in the Sinking
Springs Cemetery with the ar-
rangements by the J. H. Chur-
chill Funeral Home.
GA Program
(Continued Prom Page One)
Moore. 'MKS director, will give
the welcome.
Special music will be by the
Sunbeams under the direction
of Mrs. Robert C. Miller. The
scripture - reading will be read
responsively by Miss Dee Pugh
and Miss Jane Arent. Miss Deb-
bie Jones will be the piano ac-
companist, and Miss Betty Jo
Ward will play the trumpet.
Mrs. Sledd and her family
will be leaving July 2 to re-
turn to Nigeria after being hare
for a year on furlough. This is
their second furlough home
since they have been mission-
aries to Nigeria. Mrs. Sledd is
a native of Detroit, Mich., but
her husband is from Gilberts-
ville.
Rev. and Mrs. Sledd and two
of their children, Nancy, age
sixteen, and Jimmy, age four-
teen, have been residing 1 n
Murray during their furlough
Their oldest son, Gary, age 20,
is serving with the US. Army
In Germany, and their oldest
daughter, Gloria, age eighteen,
Is a student at the Baptist
School of Nursing at Atlaata,
Ga.




Federal State Market News
Service 5-15-'89 Kentucky Pur-
chase Area Hog Market Report
Includes 10 Buying Sto'-es
Receipts 957 Head, Barrows and



















BROMWICH, England tr't -
Baboies at the newly-built St.
Clement of Alexandria Church
will be christened in a chef's
salad bowl from now on.
The light-weight steel bowl
was reportedly ordered because
it was easy to move around.
THURSDAY - MAY 15, MS 
C -
Quotes From The News
IF UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
MESCALERO, N.M. UPI - Oee of six lines reportedly to be
spoken by New Mexico Gov. David F. Caroo in a Western movie
where he appears as a cavalry colonel:
"You can't trust an Apache."
LONDON - Prince Philip, Queen Elizabeth's husband, addressk
students in London:
"I am one of those stupid bums that never went to a university-
and a fat lot of harm it did me."
EAST PROVIDENCE, R, I. - Vice squad officer who helped
sesach a home for narcotics and found a 7-foot python instead,
asked whether he looked under the snake:
"No, We thought about it - Just thought about it."
WASHLNGTON - President Nixon on Vietnam:
"What the United States wants for South Vietnam is not tie
important thing. What North Vietnam wants for South Vietnam
is not the important thing. What is important is what the people
of South Vietnam want for themselves."
FAITHFULNESS REWARDED
SPALDING ,England on -
The owners of the Pigeon Inn
are giving a five-gallon ..barrel
of beer to 89-year-old Jack
Fast, a customer so faithful
that he has worn a hole in the
floor by his favorite spot at
the bar.
East downed his first beer in
the pub when he was 19, and
be has been a regular customer
ever since.
"I started late, but I have
been making up for it since,"
he pid Monday. "I must have
drunk enough pints of beer to
buy the place twice over." 6
IOWA CITY, Iowa CUPS -
bout 1,200 persons walked 27
miles from Iowa City to Coral-







Open  7:00 a.m.
Until  10:00 p.m..
COME IN AND TRY OUR DELICIOUS BAR-B-Q
RIBS and FRESH KY. LAKE CATFISH DINNERS
- HOME-MADE PIES -
JOHN and VERA TAYLOR
- Open 7 Days A Week •••
OUTLAND BAKERY'






Your time is valuable and baking
is time-consuming. Each of our
Cakes, Pies and Pastries is given
the same individual attention as
when you bake them at home. Once
you try them you will recognize
the highest quality materials and
care we put into our baking to
please our customers.
THE WEDDING SEASON'S HERE!!
Talk with us to plan your
Wedding Cake
I.
Air Cargo Gems ,e
W ASH ING TOW N (1:P1 ) --
U.S. scheduled airlines flew 17
per cent more domestic air car-
go in the first three months of
1969 than in the corresponding
period of 1963, according to
the Air Transport .1sso4-iation
(ATA). •
The 11 trunk, nine local ser-
vice and two all-cargo carriers
chalked up1 . 586,74)3,000 (m)
revenue ton Miles of freight,
mail and express in the 069
period. comapred with 10 t.386,
000 ton miles in the firo ;pla-
ter of l968„ATA reported
THERE'S ONLY ONE
STATION WAGON





CAIN & TREAS Motor Sales
'BASED ON A COMPARISON OF
MANUFACTURER'S SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICES
1/4 Mi. From Univ.
. Mayfield Rd.
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